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Designof HP'sPortableGomputerFamily
ThePortableand PortablePlusComputersare compact,
Iightweight,battery-powered personal comp uters withbui ltin softwareand B)-character-line
liquid-crystaldisplays
designedfor useby professionals
who needportable
computingcapabilityin their work.
by JohnT. Eaton,GarlB. Lantz,CliffordB. Cordy,Jr.,JamesW. Pearson,MichaelJ. Barbour,Courtney
Loomis,and Ella M. Duyck
I N MAY 1984,Hewlett-Packardintroduced The Portable
I PersonalCornputer (Fig. r), HP's concept for applying
I the power of personal computing to problems in the
field. The Portablecontains as much memory and processing power as a typical personal computer, but is batterypowered and the samesize as a three-ringnotebook.More
recently, the PortablePlus (Fig. 1Jwas added to HP's portable computer family. The PortablePlus hab a larger display, enhanced data communications, and the greatest
memory capacity (1.28M bytes) currently available in a
battery-poweredcomputer.
Portability and Enhancements
Although HP's pottable computers are as powerful as
many desktop versions, they have a number of enhancements that are necessaryto satisfy the requirementsof the

portable user:
I Electronic disc
I Operating system in ROM
r Video interface (PortablePlus only)
I Memory expansion (PortablePlus only)
t Permanentlyresident applications software
I B0-character-per-line
liquid-crystal display
I Built-in modem (optional in PortablePlus)
I PersonalApplications Manager
I Built-in RS-232-CN.24and HP-IL interfaces
r Battery power with power-savingfeatures.
Portablecomputersare used differently on the road than
they are at a desk. The typical desktop computer takes
several minutes after it is turned on to run self-testsand
load its operatingsystemfrom disc. Hence, many desktop
users turn their machines on at the start of the dav and

Fig. 1' The Portable(left) comes complete with MS'.-DOS 2.11, HP's PersonalApplications
Manager, MemoMaker,and TerminalEmulationsoftware,and 1-2-3'" from Lotus- . ThePortable
contains272K bytes of memory, a 300-baud modem, an RS-232-C|V,24serial interface,an
HP-lL interface, a 16-line-by-80-column
liquid-crystaldisplay, Iead-acid battery power supply,
and a full-size keyboard. The Portable Plus (right) comes complete with MS-DOS2.11, and
HP'sPersonalApplicationsManager, SECURE,HPLink, EDLIN,and TerminalEmulationsoftware. The Portable Plus features a 25-line-by-80-columnantiglare liquid-crystal display, 12BK
bytes of BAM, an RS-232-C/V.24serial interface, an HP-IL interface, a full-size keyboard with
embedded numeric keypad, lead-acid battery power supply, and two expansiondrawers for
additional RAM andlor application ROMs. A built-in 30011200-baudmodem is oDtional.
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leave them running all day long. Portable computers, on
the other hand, are normally turned on and off quite frequently. Portable users turn on their machines when they
need to use them and then turn them off when they are
finished. It is not acceptableto force a user to wait during
a lengthy start-up sequenceeach time a portable computer
is turned on. Accessto data must be quick and easy.
HP"s portable computers can use a portion of their internal memory as an electronic disc. User files can be stored
in battery-backedCMOS RAM and application programs
are kept in ROM. This electronic disc is faster than a hard
disc and safe from the problems of disc wear and head
crashes.
You can turn on an HP portable computer, select an
application, and load in a data file in about 15 seconds.
To provide this capability,severalfeaturescommonto desktop systemswere modified for the portable environment.
Automatic power-on self-testsare replaced with a userselectedself-test.This allows for batterybackup of the electronic disc so that it retains all of its files while the unit
is powered off. A typical desktop system cannot do this
becauseits power-on diagnosticsusually eraseall the files
in an electronicdisc eachtime the computeris poweredon.
The operating system often must be reloaded during a
typical computer session.The Portable and Portable Plus
have MS'"-DOS completely in ROM so it can be loaded
faster than from a hard disc. Portions of the operatingsystem drivers are executed directly from the ROM. This provides a double bonus in that this code doesnot have to be
copied eachtime the computer is turned on, and the RAM
spacenormally required to hold this code is available for
the user's applications and data.
New featuresfor the PortablePlus include video interface
capability and memory expansion.WhereasThe Portable
is a closed system,the PortablePlus has an open architecture with two user-installableplug-in ports. This allows
the product to be enhanced from the base machine to a
higher-performancemachine. (See "Plug-In Memory" on
page 9.) The Portable Plus can be configured with a ROM
drawer that can contain up to 1.5 megabytesof ROM or
EPROM code. Instead of having to carry a disc for each
application, a user can install desired applications permanently inside the machine and have them available at a
moment'snotice.The Portablecomeswith word processing
(Memomaker), terminal emulation, and spreadsheet,
graphics,and file management(1-2-3'" from Lotus'") software built-in.
The PortablePlus incorporatesseveralnew technologies.
Its liquid-crystal display (LCD)is larger (25 lines) than The
Portable'sLCD (16 lines) and its optional built-in modem
operatesat 300 and 1200baud comparedto The Portable's
standard 300-baudmodem. Not so obvious is an increase
in packagingdensity achievedwith the useof 1M-bit CMOS
ROMs. Other advances,such as low-powerRS-232-CN.24
serial interface drivers, result in increasedbattery life,
There are many differences between the portable and
desktopenvironmentsthat must be addressedin the design
of any portable computer. One example is documentation
and easeof use. Portablecomputer users are not likely to
have all the computer and software documentation with
them at all times. Programsshould be easyto use and have

as much on-line help as possible. The PersonalApplications Manager(PAM, seearticle on page18) and its built-in
help facilities are resident in The Portable and Portable
Plus to achievethese objectives.
Portable computers are used mostly in situations where
desktop computers cannot be used because of their size
and power requirements. But there are times when it is
advantageousto be able to use a portable computer in a
desktop environment. Battery-powered portables have the
built-in advantageof an uninterruptable power source that
can power the computer for hours. A desktop computer
user who needs dependable computing might otherwise
spend hundreds of dollars for a device that can power a
desktopcomputerfor only 15 minutes aftera power failure.
The smaller size of a portable computer can be another
advantage. Many users discover that there is not much
room left on a desk after putting a normal desktop computer
on it. A portable computer takes up very little desk space
when not in use and can even be stored out of sight in a
drawer. It is easy to set up and can be fully operational
with the touch of a key. Portable computers are quieter
since they do not require noisy fans and they do not anchor
the user to a desk. When peripheral devices such as a
printer are needed,they can be connectedto HP's portable
family by using the HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop),1which provides both a quick easyconnection and
a thin cable that is easy to handle.
The built-in software has several features that help prolong battery life (seebox on page 10). A time-out function
powers off the computer if it has been inactive for a period
of time. This time-out is nondestructive, meaning that a
touch of a key restores the computer to exactly where it
was when it timed out. If you are called away from the
computer and it times out while you are gone, you can
pick up exactly where you left off when you return. This
also works when the computer shuts down because of a
nearly discharged battery. A user has up to one week after
the computer shuts down to recharge its battery and be
able to continue with no loss of data or programs.
Another method used to prolong battery life is to put the
computer into a low-power mode when it is not actively
performing a calculation. Implementing this function is
somewhat tricky because a portable computer could be
running an application that was not written with battery
life in mind. The Portable and Portable Plus use a special
algorithm that monitors I/O use and the frequency of
keyboard status checks to decide if an application is doing
something or simply waiting for the user to press a key. If
the algorithm considers that the computer is waiting, then
it places the computer in the low-power mode until the
next key press.
Hardware Design
Putting all the components for a complete personal computer into a box the size of a notebookis not a trivial task,
but necessaryfor the design of a portable system. It also
requires that the gircuitry consume the minimum amount
of power possible to conserve battpry life' CMOS circuitry
was used throughout The Portable and Portable Plus Computers to achieve this goal. The hardware system (Fig. 2)
is designedaround a CMOSversion of the 80C86micropro-
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Inside the LCDs for The Portable and Portable Plus
A truly portablecomputerrequiresa displaytechnologythat
meetsthe requirements
of portabledesign.In the case of The
Portableand PortablePlus Computers,this means low power
consumption,
lightweight,ruggedness,and a largedisplayformat. An BO-character
screenwidth,with a minimumof sixteen
alphanumeric
linesand full graphicscapabilitywas determined
to be the smallestacceptablesize.Use in HP productstargeted
for a competitivemarketmade a low pricea particularly
critical
criterionin choosingthe type of display.
In examiningpotentialtechnologies,a liquid-crystal
display
(LCD)was the only alternative
at the time that came close to
meetingall these constraints.
The use of an LCD providesa
very-low-power
(aboutan eighthof a watt),sturdydisplay.The
low power requirements
of the reflectiveLCDs chosenfor this
applicationstem from the fact that they are nonemissive
(i.e.,
theyhaveno internallightsource).Sincethesethindisplaysuse
ambientlightas theirsource,thereare sometrade-offsin using
this technology.ReflectiveLCDsare most usefulin well-lighted
satuations
wherethe overheadlightis diffuseand plentiful.
Direct
Iightcan cause problemswith glare.Lack of adequatelightwill
resultin poor readability.
Evenin adequatelight,the technique
used to drivethesepanelsonly givesacceptablecontrastover
a smallrangeof viewingangles.To accommodate
this limitation,
theLCDpanelis mountedin a displaycasewithadjustable
tilt.
The particulartype of LCD used in HP's portablecomputers
is a twisted-nematic
LCD. Nematicreiersto the phase of the
liquid-crystal
material ln the nematicphase,the long axes of
coplanarliquid-crystal
moleculesalign in a parallelorientation.
A commonanalogyis that of pencilsthrowninto a box. When
the box is shaken,the pencilsrepresenting
the moleculestend
to line up parallelto one another.Layersof this nematicLC are
sandwichedbetweentwo piecesof groovedglass.The glass on

Top (Column)
Electrodes
Top
Alignmenl
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Alignment of
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Molecules of an
"On" Pixel
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Fig. 1. Cross section of liquid-crystal display

Bottom
Polarizet

the top has grooveson an axis perpendicularto thatof the bottom
glass.As a result,the surfacetensionat each glass-LCinterface
planesof the mediumto forma spiral,twisting
causessuccesstve
upwardfrom the lowerglass to the upper glass.Opticallythis
twistedstructurehas a specialproperty-it is capableof rotating
llnearlypolarizedlight.By placing polarizingfiltersabove and
belowthis glass sandwich,each parallelto the texturingon the
adjacentglass,a polarizerwitha g0-degreetwistis formed(see
Fig 1)
lf a voltageis applied perpendicularly
acrossthis medium,
the helicalshape of the LC structureis perturbed,and the LC
moleculesalign in the directionof the electricfield lines,no
longertwistingthe lightpolarization.
In thiscondition,
the effects
of the surfacepolarizerscanceland incidentlightis absorbed.
Thus,in the relaxedstate,the LCD passespolarizedlightand
in the excitedstatethe lightis blocked.Forthe LCD,the potential
is applied acrossthe LC medium using transparentrow and
columnconductorsetched on the innersurfacesof the glass
plates.
By placinga reflectoron the rearsurfaceof the panel,incident
lightcan be usedas the sourcefor this lightmodulator.
The fact
that the liquid-crystalstructureis affected by the applicationof
voltageratherthan the passingof current(it is a capacitiveelement),alongwiththe reflectorand someintelligent
designof the
drivecircuitry,minimizesthe powerneededby this type of display.
The LCD panelspurchasedfor HP'sportablecomputingproducts are procuredas a completeassemblyhavinga four-quadrantmultiplexed
displayand are lnterfacedwitha printedcircuit
board containingsurface-mounted
drive circuitry.Panelswith
this type of configurationwere chosen because they offer the
best possiblecontrastfor a largenumberof rows.Also for this
reason,a 480-pixel-wide
display,ratherthan the conventional
640 pixels,was chosen.All that the designerneeds to supply
tor the displayare serialbits for each quadrant,and the appropriatetimingsignals.
Contlast
The issueof contrastis a complexsubject,dependingmostly
properties,
on the particular
liquid-crystal
material's
theoperating
temperature,
and the numberof rows being multiplexed.
Multiplexingis usedbecausedirectdrivewouldrequirean impractical
number of interconnects.
Each row line is selectedwhile the
representativevoltagesfor on and off dots are set up on the
columnlines.Rows not being selectedare biasedto a backgroundvoltage.Overall,
the morerows,the smallerthedifference
in rms voltagebetweenselectedand nonselectedpixelsfor a
givenmaximumbias.Sincethe alignmentof the LC helixis perturbedrelativeto the amountof rms potentialit experiences,
the
differencebetweenon and off pixels,the contrast,is limitedby
the multiplexingand peak voltagesof the drivers.Contrastis
also closelvlinkedto viewinoanole.and a criticalsoecification
for readabilityrelatesthese two factors.
The LCD's glass is separatedinto top and bottom sectorsto
reducethe numberof rowsbeingmultiplexed
by a factorof two.
Each of these sectionsis subdividedto form lour quadrants.
Columnlinesenterfromboththetop and the bottomof the panel,
and are drivenby four 240-bitparallel-loadCMOSlatcheswhose
outputsare capableof an 1BVswing.The row linesare scanned
in a similarmannerto a keyboardscan,withthe top and bottom

By keepingthe refreshrate
refreshoccurringsimultaneously.
low.lesspoweris used,EMIis reduced,and an acceptablelevel
of flickeris achieved.
At the time of releaseof The Portablein May 1984only 64-way
multiolexedLCDs could be produced with acceptablecontrast'
By mid 1985,the 100-waymultiplexedpanel was used in the
PortablePlus with improvedcontrastand viewingangle. Better

cessorthat was developedby Harris Semiconductor.
The Portable contains 272Kbytes of CMOS static RAM
and 3BqK bytes of ROM. The Portable Plus contains less
memory in the base unit (128K bytes of ttAM and 192K
bytes of ROM), but is currently expandable via plug-in
cardsto 1.28M bytes of RAM or 1.5M bytes of ROM.
The PortablePlus is designedfor softwarecompatibility
with The Portableand to accommodateplug-in expansion.
System RAM starts in memory space at address0000016
and grows upward. Display memory begins at address
8000016,and the system ROMs reside in the upper addresses.A 256K-byteswap spaceis used to swap in a pair
of one-megabitapplicationROMscompletelywhen needed'
The I/O spaceallocation of built-in devicesis compatible
with The Portable.The 32K bytes of I/O spacenot used in
The Portable is used in the Portable Plus for its plug-in
drawers.(For detailsaboutthe memory systemand its management,see the article on page 21.)

cPu
The B0CB6processoroperatesat a 5'333-MHzclock rate,
which is about 12% faster than processorsused in typical
personal computers. This, combined with the increased
efficiency of the 80C86 16-bit bus, lets The Portable and
PortablePlus operatealmost twice as fast as the standard
computer.The 5.33-MHzclock rate was chosen
B088-based
to provide increasedprocessingpower in addition to saving

Fig.2. Block diagram of the hardware system for The Portable and Portable Plus Computers.

contrastwill be achievedwith the developmentof betterLC materialsand CMOSdriverswith greatervoltageswings

Glenn Adler
DevelopmentEngineer
PortableComputerDivision
(nowwith BeckmanInstruments)

precious printed circuit board area. The 82CB4A clock
generator and a 74HC393 dual binary counter form the
clock generatorcircuit. The B2CB4Ausesa 16-MHz crystal
to createa 5.33-MHz (33% duty cycle) clock for the 80C86
and a 2.67-MHz (5oo/oduty cycle) clock for peripherals.
The 16-MHz output clocksa counterin the 74HC393,creating'1, 2,4, and 8-MHz signals.To use all of the available
space,the unused half of the 74HC393is pressedinto service as a counter for wait state insertion' In The Portable,
the lower 512K bytes of memory space are allocated to
system RAM, and run with no wait states.I/O devicesrequiring longer accesstimes have one wait stateto pull the
open drain ready line low to insert additional 8oC86wait
states.
The current drawn by the 80C86 is low comparedto an
NMOS part, but is still too high to leave running all the
time. The Portableand PortablePlus contain a secondmicrocomputer called the peripheral processor unit (PPU)
that controls the systemwhen the 80C86is turned off. This
processor(an MC146805)typically draws 1% of the current
of the main processorand is left running all the time.
PPU and Battery SupPlY
The peripheral processorunit actually operatesthe computer becauseit controls the switches that power the rest
of the system. The PPU contains a timer that is used to
provide a real-time clock for the system.It also provides
for time-zone conversions and alarms. Becauseit has a
clock and controlsthe power, the PPU can wake the system
up at a predetermined time to run an MS-DOS program
and, when finished, it can then put the computer back to
sleep.It monitors all the interrupt lines so that if an interrupt occurswhile the main CPU is turned off, it can power
up the CPU to servicethe interrupt. For example,the computer can be awakenedby an incoming telephonecall and
can be programmedto answer it.
A fuel gauge value that representsthe percentageof
charge left in the battery is computed by the PPU using
configuration data supplied by the main CPU and then
displayed in the main menu screenof the computer'sbuiltin PersonalApplications Manager.The PPU knows what
sections of the computer are active and drawing current.
It also receivesa signal from the chargingcircuit that indicates when the battery is being charged.It uses this data
to calculate the amount of charge available in the battery
at any time. Although the accuracy of this value will decreaseas the battery ages,the only other way to determine
the chargeof the battery is to measurethe terminal voltage,
a method that would only give a result within 20% of the
true value.
The PPU controls the charging circuit and can switch it
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into a low-charge-rate,or float, mode when the batteries
are fully charged.This preventsbattery damageif the user
leavesthe computer plugged in constantly.
The batterychargeris a current-limited,precisionvoltage
legulated power supply. The output voltage is either 7V
or 7,5V as selectedby the PPU. As the battery nears full
charge,it acceptsless current. To speedup the final stage
of charging, the charging voltage is switched from 7V to
7.5V for a period of time. This also ensuresthat each cell
is fully charged.Thereafter,the supply remains at 7V for
as long as the chargeris plugged in.
One of the characteristicsof the sealedlead acid batteries
used in HP's portable computers is that optimum battery
life is achievedby chargingthem whenever possible,using
a charging voltage of zszY to 2.35 volts per cell. The optimum voltage is temperature dependent. Hence, the
chargercircuit is temperature-compensated
to produce the
optimum voltage over the range of -zO"C to *60"C.
After discharge, each battery cell is slightly overcharged
as mentioned above to ensure cell equalization.The PPU
tailors the overchargecycle to match the depth of cell discharge.The chargercontrol circuit also determinesifthere
is a shorted cell (which can happen if the battery is excessively discharged).If so, the main chargeris turned off to
protect the regulator.
One weakness of a lead acid battery is that it can be
damagedif it is deeply discharged.This occursif a battery
is dischargedto significantly beyond its normal capacity.
To prevent this, the power switch is operatedby the PPU.
The PPU monitors the battery voltage to see if the battery
charge is too low to power the rest of the system.If so, it
refusesto turn on the 80CSOCPU. This preventsthe user
from running the battery down to a level where it may
sustain damage.In such a case, the batteries still have
enough charge to preserve memory for more than a week
so the user can continue with the same application and
data immediately after connecting the charger supply.
A single wall-mounted transformer serves as both an ac
adapter and a power supply for the charging circuitry. The
switch from ac to battery power is all electronic, which
gives the HP portable computer family several advantages.
If a user unplugs the transformer from the wall outlet (or
if the power should fail), the computerinstantly startsusing
its battery for power. Some portable computers use a
mechanicalswitch in the chargerplug and they lose power
when this happens.
Battery Choice
Choosing a battery was a significant design activity. Nonrechargeablebatteries were rejected as a source because
their life would be intolerably short (Z to 1,3weeks for
alkaline D cells, depending on the number of cells used).
The package is large enough to use batteries the size of D
cells, however,so the choicewas betweenthree sealedlead
acid cells or five nickel-cadmium (NiCd) cells. Size and
weight per watt hour in the two chemistries are essentially
the same. NiCd cells have severalwell-known problems:
short lifetime of typically two years (the averagedata sheet
is exceedingly optimistic), near impossibility of building
an optimum charger,reducedlifetime causedby use of simple chargers,electrolyte leakagefrom dead cells, larger inter-
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nal current leakage,and memory (inability to producelarge
energy cycles after being repeatedlyused in small energy
cycles).Lead acid batteriessuffer from none of these probIems. On the other hand, lead acid batteriesare often damaged,sometimesruined if they arerun into an overdischarged
state. This is easily avoided with a low-battery cutout as
discussedearlier.Finally, lead acid batteriesarelessexpensive.
The low internal leakageof the lead acid batteriesprovides a margin of safety for the user's data which simply
is not availablewith other simple portablepower systems.
At room temperature,a fully chargedlead acid battery will
maintain memory (without other use) for nearly a year.
Even if the computer is run until the low-battery-charge
cutoff algorithm turns it off (which leaves about 10% of
the battery charge),the memory will typically be maintained for a month at room temperature.Even at elevated
temperatures,the lead acid battery has a relatively low
self-discharge
rate.At a constanttemperatureof S0'C,a fully
chargedbatterywill maintain memoryfor over four months.
By comparison,a fully chargedNiCd battery with no load
at all will self-dischargeat room temperaturein about three
months.
Power Supply
Since the battery supply selectedalways exceeds5V and
most of the electronicsusesa regulatedbV, a simple linear
regulatoris usedfor the power supply. Regulatorsthat were
commercially available when The Portable was designed
used a few milliamperes internally even under no-load
conditions. It makes little senseto design a computer that
only requires 0.25 mA in sleep mode if the regulator requires 2 mA at the same time. Newer regulator ICs have
since been introduced that draw only about 50 pA, which
is more acceptable.The no-load current of the custom regulator in The Portableis L2 p"Afor the reference,G pA for
the feedbackresistors(which you also need for the new IC
regulators),and 3 plA internally in the regulator.
The display needsa -7V to -12V regulatedsupply that
can be varied under control of the PPU. This was done
with a feedforward, inverting regulating converter, an approach not commonly used for regulation. Unless a lot of
second-ordereffectsare consideredin the design,the load
regulation is poor. In this case,since the display looks like
a constantresistance,the load regulationis not so important
and supply stability is easily obtained since there is no
feedback.The contrastratio of the LCD screenis adjusted
by varying the negativevoltage.The supply designprovides
an output voltage that is constant to well within 1% over
the rangeof the input voltage (5.5V to 7.5V) and to within
2Voover a load current variation of at least 5%.
LCD Controller
A custom IC to control the liquid-crystal display was
designedfor both The Portableand the PortablePlus. Two
factors drove the decision to design a custom chip in The
Portable.First, no existing controllers were available that
were compatible with the 80C86 bus. The additional circuitry needed to integrate them into the system would have
beentoo expensivein terms of printed circuit board space.
Second, the only controllers available were in surface-

mount packageswhile all other chips in The Portableare
in dual in-line packages(DIPs).Adding a major manufacturing step for one component was undesirable.
An LCD presentsdesign constraintsnot seenwith CRT
displays. Primarily, the LCD is a truly digital display-it
has neither horizontal nor vertical blanking periods that
allow for CPU accessof display RAM. The data flows to
the display in an uninterrupted stream.Accessto display
RAM has to be controlled so that the LCD controller always
has priority while the CPU sees the display RAM as a
normal segmentof its addressspace.
In The Portable,an additional packagingconstraint is in
force. Namely, as mentioned above,manufacturingconsiderationsrequired that the controller be packagedin a standard plastic DIP configuration.This restrictsthe pin count
to a maximum of 48. In addition, the display RAM had to
be made up of the sameBKxB-bit CMOS static RAM parts
used elsewherein The Portableto meet low-power requirements. This restriction prevented multiplexing of address
and datato the RAM sincethesepartshaveseparateaddress
and data lines.
Theseconstraintsresulted in the LCD controller and the
display RAM being placed on a private bus that can be
used.by either the CPU or the LCD controller. This private
bus is isolated from the system bus by buffers under the
control of the LCD controller. Data fetches by the LCD
controller are arrangedto leavewindows during which the
CPU can accessthe display RAM or the controller registers
without interrupting data flow to the display. Any CPU
accessto either the display RAM or the controller registers
causesthe controller to halt the CPU by irnmediately pulling the ready line low. The controller then usesCPU access
windows as availableto move databetweenthe systembus
and either the display RAM or the control registers as
appropriate.When the data transferis complete,the ready
line is releasedand the CPU cycle proceedsnormally' In
this way, display accessesare no different from conventional accessmethods as viewed by the software,despite
the need for the CPU to wait for the next window of opportunity. The LCD controller alsoconvertsany 16-bit memory
for the RAM.
from the CPUinto two B-bitaccesses
accesses
Experience with the hybrid RAM in The Portable gave
enough confidence in the hybrid technology to use it for
the LCD controller in the PortablePlus (seearticle on page
25). With the limitation of 48 pads on the controller chip
eliminated,the private bus usedin The Portablewas moved
onto the controller chip. The result is a77-padIC with two
complete 16-bit,nonmultiplexed bus interfaces-one interface for the 80C86 CPU and one interface between the controller and the display RAM. With the PortablePlus'two
display RAM chips on the same hybrid substrateas the
controller, the entire display control function is placed in
a 48-pin DIP configuration packagewith enough otherwise
unused pins to allow some of the Portable Plus' system
glue logic to be implemented on the LCD controller chip.
The system of holding off the CPU with the ready line
is the same in the Portable Plus as it is in The Portable.
The LCD still must have priority in accessingdisplay data.
Video Interface
When it was decided to provide a video interfacefor the

PortablePlus, the machine design(both hardwareand software) was firmly set.The principal designconstraintswere
minimal hardware impact and no software impact. Thus,
the information for the external video display is tapped
from the data and clock lines driving the LCD panel' In
this way, the existenceof the video interface is invisible
to the software. The drawback is that the software has no
control of the video display independent of the LCD display'
The external video display normally shows a copy of
what is on the LCD. It also has a freeze-framefeature that
is activatedmanually with a pushbuttonon the video interfacebox. In freeze-framemode,the interfacecontroller simply stops refreshing its buffer RAM from the Portable Plus
display signals.Thus, the monitor can hold one frame of
information (frozen)while the PortablePIus proceedswith
its normal active display. This can be useful, particularly
in word processingor spreadsheetanalysis,for comparing
resultsor to double the amount of displayedinlormation.
Keyboard Controller
The keyboardcontroller was especially designedfor the
needs of this portable computer family. It has a built-in
sleep mode that lets it watch the keyboard for any key
strike while consuming far less than a milliwatt of power.
The keyboard controller can wake up the system with an
interrupt and then read the keyboard to see what key is
pressed.This allows the systemto be startedwith the touch
of a key. The keyboardcontroller does not scanthe matrix
by strobing every line individually, but rather strobesall
the rows at once and then all the columns. The rows are
strobedlow and the columns read to seeif a key is pressed
and then the columns are strobed high end the rows are
read.This method will detectany key closureon the matrix
but consumes very little power until a key is struck.
Plug-ln Memory
The Portable is configured with over one-quarter megabyte of RAM and 384K bytes of ROM. One of the chief
designgoalsof the PortablePlus was to increasethis capacity while giving the user the ability to customize the
machine's configuration. To do this, the Portable PIus is
designedwith two plug-in memory slots.
These drawer slots provide a meansfor customizingthe
hardware configuration according to the specific needs of
various sectors of the computer marketplace. The documented open architecture of the Portable Plus gives independent hardware vendors easy accessto the machine,
opening opportunities for market expansionbeyond those
Hewlett-Packard is formally pursuing. The second general
enhancementmade possibleby the drawer slots is the ability to expand the basic functionality of the machine. Both
RAM and ROM can be added to the Portable Plus through
these slots.
The ability to expand the basic functionality of a machine
is especially important when designing a product that is
at the leading edge of packaging technology. The physical
constraints imposed by the packaging density of integrated
circuitry (especially memory) result in a product whose
basic functionality may be marginal in some applications.
Expansion drawers provide an opportunity for improving
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Low-Power Modes for Portable Computers
One of the first discoveriesthat a new user makesabout Hewlett-Packard'sportable computers,The Portableand Portable
Plus,is that there is no oN/oFFswitch.Each computerdraws its
power from a battery pack that will maintainthe systemfor up
to 20 hours under normaloperatingconditions.Two low-power
modes are implementedto conservebatterypower:powersave
mode and sleepmode.The powersavemodeis achievedthrough
a CPUhaltinstruction.
Sleepmode is similarto an off statesince
the display is turned off and many of the internalcircurtsare
powered down. These low-powermodes are controlled by a
single-chipmicrocomputer
knownas the peripheralprocessor
unit (PPU).
Powersave Mode
lf an applicationf requentlychecksfor keyboardactivity,battery
life can be improved by about 44ok by allowingthe system to
enterthe low-powerhalt knownas powersavemode. In this mode
thereare no memoryaccessessincethe CPUis halted,and therefore,the powerdrainis decreased.The PPUis made awareof the
halt so that it can adlust its power consumptioncalculationsto
account for the reduced systemactivity.The resultof these calculationsis displayedin the main PAM (PersonalApplications
Manager)screenas a percentageindicatingthe levelof remaining battery charge. The CPU remains halted until a hardware
intarfl

rnt

na^r

r/e

The powersavemode is implementedby the keyboarddriver
and accessedthrougheitherthe consoledriver or the BIOS
interrupthexadecimal16. Thereare two situations(Fig. 1) that
can put the system into powersavemode. First,if the keyboard
driver is asked to returna key input and the keyboardbuffer is
empty, the system halts and waits until a key input becomes
available.The halt state is terminatedwhen a hardwareinterrupt
occurs.The maximumamountof timethatthe CPUwillbe halted
is dependenton the hardwaretimer interruptinterval(The Portabletimerinterruots
once oer secondand the PortablePlustimer
interrupts1B timesper second).The interruptis processedand
the keyboardbuffer is checked again to see if the CPU should
do anotherhalt.
The second situationoccurswhen an applicationis expecting
a keystroke,but ratherthan lettingthe keyboarddriver wait for
it, the applicationdoes the waiting by repetitivelyreading the
keyboard input status.The keyboarddriver keeps count of the
numberof input status requestsmade in a one-secondinterval.
lf that count reaches a set limit. the driver halts in oowersave
mode.Whena subsequenthardwareinterruptoccurs,the interrupt is processed,the statusrequestcounteris reset,and control
is returnedto the application.
The powersavemode can be disabledmanuallyby a user in

(a)
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the PAM system configurationmenu or, on the PortablePlus,it
can be disabledprogrammatically
by an applicationthroughthe
system service functions.In either case, the powersavemode
is only disabledfor the secondsituationdescribedabove.The
keyboard driver will always enter the powersavemode when a
keyboard read request is attemptedwhile the keyboard buffer
is empty.
Sleep Mode
Duringsleep mode, most of the system is electricallyshut
down and the PPU is in a low-powerstate monitoringsystem
events.The CPU, modem,LCD display,and serialand HP-IL
interfaces
areturnedoff.OnlydisplayRAM,built-inRAM,plug-in
RAM, keyboardhardware,and the PPU remainon. Coming out
of sleep mode, the BIOScode completelyrestoresthe systemthe LCD displaysthe same informationas beforethe sleep and
the suspendedapplicationresumeswhere it left off.
There are three eventsthat prompt the BIOS code to put the
computerto sleep. First,the sleep interruptis availableto all
applications
to put the computerintoan off state.PAMcallsthis
interruptwhen the OFFsoftkey is pressed. Second, when the
computeris on but not being used, it may eventuallytime out
and go to sleep.Thetime-outleatureis designedto helpprevent
runningdown the batterieswhen the computerhas been left idle
but not turned off. Finally,if the batteriesare run down to a level
provldingonly questionablepower to the system,the BIOScode
forces the computerto sleep to preventthe loss of data on the
internalRAM disc.
The computermay go to sleepin the middleof an application.
Once awakened,it must continuefrom exactlywhere it left off.
The sleep routinemustgatherenoughinformation
from the current system so that once it is reset,the presleep state can be
restored.The optionalmodem in the PortablePluscontainsuserdefinablefeaturesthat are lost when power is cut to the modem
whilesleeping.A specialcommandis sentto the modembefore
sleeping that requeststhe current state of these features.The
informationis then kept in the systemRAM,which remainspowered during sleep, In both The Portableand the PortablePlus,
the HP-lLchip registersand the addressof the currentstackare
read and saved to be restoredupon waking.
To initiatesleep mode. a command is sent to the PPU. The
PPU remainspoweredduringsleep mode to maintainthe realtime clock, calculatethe current power level,and watch to see
if the systemshouldbe broughtout of sleep.lt willwake up the
system when any key is pressed,an alarm goes off, when the
modem or serial port receivesa ring interrupt,or if an interrupt
is receivedfrom a plug-incard.
lmmediatelyafter being reset,the CPU determinesthat it has

Fig, 1. Powersavemode operation can be triggered by situation
(a) or (b)

been sleepingand that the systemmust be restoredratherthan
rebooted.Thestackis set up f romthe informationsavedin system
RAM beforethe reset.The modem is reconfiguredand the HP-lL
chip statusis restored.The systemintervaltimeris restartedand
the time displayedin the softkeysis updated.Finallyan interrupt
returninstructionis executedto returnto the activeapplication.
Tlme-Out
Severalfactorsdeterminewhetheror not the unit will time out.
The BIOS code assumesthat it is safe to stop in the middle of
an applicationif it has asked the keyboarddrlverto returna key
input and is waiting.lf the keyboardbuffer is empty, the driver
waits a sel amount of time before deciding to time out. The
applicationmay also be waitingfor a key input if it is repetitively
readingthe keyboardinputstatus.This is determinedin the same
way as the second powersavesituationdescribed above-the
keyboard driver counts the number of input status requestsin
one second and warts 1orthat count to reach a certain limit to
time out. There is a difference,however,in that any other driver
call or l/O activitywill reset the count to zero. For example,a
programin a simpleloop checkingkeyboardstatuswill certainly
time out and go to sleep, but a programthat alternatesbetween
checkingthe serialport statusand checkingthe keyboardstatus
will not. The computercannotgo to sleep in this case since,
althougha keystrokewould wake the systemup, any characters
coming in from the serial port would be lost.
Once it has beendeterminedthatthe applicationis onlywaiting
for a key input,the computermakesa time-outdecision(Fig.2).
On the PortablePlus the system checks for the presenceof a
serialor modemcarrier.The intentionis to not drop a carrierand
lose the connection,The current power level and the presence
of a battery rechargeralso affects whether or not to time out.
The Portablewill not time out if the rechargeris connected;the
PortablePluswill not time out if the rechargeris connectedand
the current batterylevel is above 80o/o.
Usingthe PAM systemconfigurationmenu,the user can manually disable the time-outfeatureor change the length of time
that the systemmust be idle belore the time-outoccurs. In the
PortablePlus,a systemserviceis providedto modifythe rate at
which the keyboardstatuscalls must occur to cause a time-out.
This rate can be customizedby an applicationto eitherprevent
or force a time-out.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Time-outdecision process tor (a) Portable Plus and
(b) The Portable.
system, the computer is put to sleep. At this point, the most
importantuse of the remainingpower is to preservethe data on
the RAM disc by conservingall power for the systemRAM.The
PPU determinesthat a shutdown should occur and alerts the
CPU.The computergoes to sleepand will not wake up untilthe
rechargeris pluggedin and a key is pressed.
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Battery Shutdown
Whenthe batterychargehas fallentoo lowto maintaina reliable

this functionality and can help prolongthe life of a product.
The Portable Plus was introduced with a RAM drawer
and a ROM drawer. The RAM drawer is delivered from the
factory with 12BK bytes of CMOS static RAM, but is expandableto 3B4Kbytes in 128K-byteincrements.From the
user's point of view, this additional RAM is the same as
the RAM built into the Portable Plus.
The ROM drawer provides a means for the user to add
ROM-based software to the computer. This drawer has a
storagecapacity of f .sM bytes and supports up to twelve
ROMs. Applications software can be designedto execute
directly out of ROM or it can be downloaded into RAM
before execution,as in typical disc-basedpackages.
Coupled to the plug-in board spaceissue is the method
of identifying and configuring the plug-in cards.The goal
is to make the plug-ins autoconfigurable,so that all the
user has to do is install them. The board area limitations

shifted this responsibility from hardware to memory managementsoftware (seearticle on page 21). The mainframe
provides a sixteen-wordregion in I/O spacefor each plugin. In this area,eachplug-in has a card identification register and a configuration register. This allows software to
determine system resourcesand configure them accordingly. To easehardwareand softwaredesigns,plug-in RAM
increasesare constrainedto tzaK-bvte increments.
Self-Test
Manufacturing and serviceabilityareimportant issuesin
the designof any product. In the PortablePlus, much effort
was put into the development of a built-in self-test.This
is useful in isolating failing componentsin the factory and
the field. It is available to customersand can be used by
them to determine whether their unit needs service.It is
also useful to dealersand service centersthat install op-
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tional accessoriessuch as modems,software drawers,and
memory drawers. The self-test can be used to verify that
the optional hardware is properly installed before giving
the unit to the customer.
The tests are accessedby turning the computer off and
then pressing the Shift, Extendchar, and la keys simultaneously. This causesthe computer to boot into the self-test
code insteadof the PersonalApplicationsManager.The test
code is part of the firmware stored in ROM in the machine.
It consistsof a number of different testsand eachtest checks
a different block of circuitry in the unit. These include an
LCD test, a timer test, an RS-232-CN.24test, a modem test,
a ROM test, a RAM test, and a software/memory drawer test.
A displayed menu indicates the testsavailable and warns
the user of the length of time required to run the RAM test
and the RAM portion of the software/memory drawer test.
The user pressesthe appropriate softkeys and the Shiftkey
to select any single test or all tests in sequence.
When a failure is found, a messageis displayed indicating the assembly and reference designator of the failing
part. If no failure is found, the message-ok is displayed
when the test is completed.Pass/failmessages
are also sent
to a Thinklet Printer if one is connected via the HP-IL port.
This feature proved useful during the QA evaluation phase
of the product's development. Units were placed in an
environmental chamber and subjected to extremes of temperature and humidity while running the built-in self-test.
Each computer was connected to a printer outside the
chamber and the pass/fail information was recorded.
Since the testsare availableto customers,they must run
without any external test equipment. This requirement diminishes the coverageof the RS-Zaz-CN.24and modem
tests, since the interfacesto the RS-232-Cline and telephone line cannotbe checkedwithout someform of plug-in
test equipment. For this reason,the built-in tests are not
usedby HP factoryand servicefacilities to testthe RS-232-C
port and the optional built-in modem. Instead,another set
of tests is used that requires plug-in test equipment and
provides a more comprehensivecheck of these two sections.
Self-test code should require a minimum number of
working components in the system to run. Although there
are 28 LSI circuits in the PortablePlus, only five areneeded
to run the built-in self-test.
Mechanical Design
The HP portable computer family is a modular computer
family. The main computer is a completely self-contained
package with disc drives and printers available in their
own separatepackages.This allows the portable computer
user to reduce the system weight by taking only the components that are needed on a particular trip. Since most of
the fragile mechanical devices are excluded from the main
system,it can be designedto withstand a much more hostile
environment.
Portability and durability were the major designconsiderations throughout the mechanical development of The
Portable and Portable Plus. The printed circuit boards were
laid out in parallel with the plastic parts being designed
to ensure maximum spaceefficiency. The system board in
The Portable fits into the bottom case, component side
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down, and the stiffening ribs on the bottom caseare placed
around the ICs. This cooperationbetween printed circuit
and mechanical design helped keep the product height
low. Keeping the product height to a minimum was also a
factor in choosingthe keyboarddesign.The final selection
uses a low-profile switch that has 75o/ooI the travel of a
standard key switch.
The clamshell design not only provides portability, but
also protects both the keyboard and the display from the
hazards of the transport environment. A carrying case is
included instead of a built-in handle. The carrying case
has a shoulder strap which is often more convenient than
a handle, and the handle on the carrying case is padded
for comfort.
Manufacturability, along with mechanical integrity, was
a strong consideration in the mechanical design of both
products. In The Portable,the printed circuit boards are
made to mount into the bottom case,stackedonto hollow
studs (seebox on page 13) with spacersto keep the leads
from shorting. The assemblyconsistsof the bottom case,
the system printed circuit board (componentside down),
a set of spacers,a copper shield for EMI (electromagnetic
interference)and ESD (electrostaticdischarge)protection;
another set of spacers,the I/O board (componentside up),
and finally a set of nuts to clamp the assemblytogether,
The display assemblyconsistsof two plastic parts that
snap together to form the housing around the display, the
arms that come down to the pivot point, two bracketsto
stiffen the assemblyand mount the display, miscellaneous
spacers,Iatches,and springs,and the bezel and bezel cap.
This assembly,like the bottom caseassembly,is designed
with manufacturing in mind. Most componentsof the assembly are stacked onto studs and then the assembly is
held togetherwith nuts. The bezel is held to the assembly
by two scrcws hidden beneath the bezel cap, which is
attached to the bezel with a double-sided adhesive foam
tape. The cabling that brings power to the LCD is routed
through one of the arms before the two plastic parts are
snappedtogether.This eliminates the exposedcable common in many competitive products. The clutches, or friction-restrainedhinges,aremounted on the armsatthe pivot
point and are attached later to the top case assembly.
The top caseacts as the "hub" of the product since all
parts connect to it. The keyboard is mounted to the top
caseto avoid alignment problems and eliminate the possibility of keys interfering with the top casesurround, causing them to stick. The mounting of the keyboard is somewhat unusual, becauseit is threadedthrough the mounting
tabs and then rotated into position before being tightened
down with eight nuts. This mounting method allows the
keyboardto be mounted in the top casewithout requiring
special slides or pulls in the top casemold tooling to allow
for the angle of the keyboard.
The display assemblyis mounted to the top caseby the
clutches, which slip over hollow studs similar to those
used in the bottom case.Being hollow, these studs allow
screwsto come from the bottom of the top caseto connect
to the hinge cover,making that connectioninvisible on the
final product. The top caseand bottom caseassembliesare
then connected together by a rotating motion which engagesa latch detail at the front of the unit, electrical con-

Hollow Studs for Package AssemblY
Loss of torque has been the subject of many discussionsrelated to the use of ultrasonicallyinstalledinsertsin plasticparts
The problemoccurs becauseof the tendencyof plasticmaterials
to deformslowly,or creep,underforce.Whena screwis tightened
intoan insert,the torquecausestensionin the screw.Thistension
is transferredfrom the insertto the plastic boss into which it is
inserted.Mostinsertshavea holdingdesignof opposingknurls
or stepsin the body of the insert,Thesedesignsdo help to hold
the insertin, but as the plasticcreeps,the insertmovesslightly,
releasingthe tensionand thus the clampingforce and torqueon
the screw.
One method used to solve this problem is to add a shoulder
or flange to the insertand ensurethat the hole in the matingpart
is smaller than the size of the flange. This way, the insert is
supportedby the matingpart. In most cases,though,the mating
part is also plastic,and even if the insertcannotpull out (termed
"jackingout"),the wallof the plastrcmatingpartwillcreepunder
compressiveforces and the resultis the same.Anothercure for
jacking out (and good standard practice)is to installthe insert
either slightlyabove or flush with the boss, but never below its
surface.This will preventjacking out of the insert, but as with
the added flange,if the mating part is plastictherewill be creep
and loss of torque.
A differentconcept is employedin the fasteningdesignof The
Portable.Hollow studs were designed to attain metal{o-metal
contact wherevertorque and clamping loads are critical (see
Fig. 1). Both the hollowstud and the associatedfemaleinsert
have flangesat their matingsurfaces.The installedheightof the
hollow stud and female insert is tolerancedso that there is a
zero clearanceor an interferencefit. Withthis design,the tensile
stressesare nevertransferredto the plastic.Hence,creep does
not come into play and there can be no jacking out of the insert
or comoressiverelaxation.
The hollowstud is designed to allow internalclearanceof an
M2.5 screw and the stud'sexternalthreadsare M6 The outer
diameterof the stud seems quite large for so small a product,

nections are made, and the unit is completely closed by
inserting and tightening screws from the bottom case to
the top case via the hollow studs.

Durability
BothThePortable
andthePortable
Plusaretestedto HP's
ClassA2 specifications.Severaldesigniterationsand close
cooperation with the clutch manufacturer resulted in
clutches that remain within the specified torque rangefor
30,000 cycles. The key switches were cycled 10 million
times and the latch and spring assemblieswere cycled
50,000 times. The units withstood step drops, on all six
faces,at six-inch increments up to 24 inches. Some units
were still functional after drops up to 42 inches, but the
abusethey had seen was cosmetically quite evident. The
main problem in the PortablePIus was breakageof its LCD.
The biggerdisplay size in the PortablePlus posedproblems
not seen in The Portable.The support of the display was
improved by padding and cushioning added by the vendor
within the display itself and additional cushionsand bumpers added to the assemblyon our production line. These
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Fig. 1, Hollow stud fastener design used in HP's portable
computers to avoid transferring tenslie slresses ln fasteners
to the plastic surrounding the fasteners.
but consideringthe space taken on the printed circuit board,
one larger hole requiresless room than the two smaller holes
that would have been required,one to hold the.boardsand the
other to assemblethe too case to the bottom case.
This stud design accomplishes more than one function. lt
makesa good mechanicalconnectionbetweenthe top and bottom
cases and also providessupport and mountingfor the printed
manner.
circuitboards in a space-efficient

changesmade surviving the required drop height of 2+
inches attainable.
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llO and DataGommunications
in Portable
Computers
by AndrewW. Davidsonand HaroldB. Noyes
NE OF THE MAIOR FEATURES of The Portable
and the Portable Plus Computersis the extensive
inpuUoutput capabilities that are built into each
machine: specifically, the RS-232-CN .24, HP -lL (HewlettPackardInterfaceLoopl), and modem interfaces.
Why l/O?
In the world of portable computing, it is assumedthat
people would want to carry the capabilities of a desktop
personal computer with them to most places they go-be
it home, office, car, bus, airplane,businesstrip, or pleasure
cruise. They would create documents, accessdata bases,
comunicate with the home office, and exchange information (files) with other computer users. It is reasonableto
assumethat the userswould occasionallybe away from ac
power sourcesfor a significant length of time (up to eight
hours for a transatlantic flight or up to 1B hours for a transpacific flight) and that they would want the machine to
run on batteries during those times. If a portable computer
does not allow its user to operate in this manner, the
machine becomes-lessattractive,especiallywhen a portable computeris usually more expensive,featurefor feature,
than a comparabledesktop unit.
The question thus changes from "Why I/O?" to "What
I/O can be included considering battery life, small size,
and the technologiescurrently available?"
l/O Selection
As a result of these types of issues,the selection of the
types of I/O included in HP's portable computer family
was basedon four major factors:power, industry standards,
physical size, and easeof use.
Power. The power consumption of the systemwas a major
design concern and some of the major consumersof the
system power are the I/O interfaces.For systemsbasedon
CMOS ICs, the power consumedby the system is directly
proportional to the speed of the system.When applied to
I/O interfaces,this meansthat the fasterthe interfaceoperates,the more power it requires.Becauseof this relationship between speed and power consumption, several attractive interfaces had to be eliminated as candidates.
These included the HP-IB (IEEE 4S8/IEC625), Ethernet,
and other local area networks,

Industry standards. By definition, a portable computer is
going to be moving around, and consequentlyis likely to
encounter a variety of different computers and peripherals
that it needs to talk to. The ability to communicate via
industry standardsis a must.
Physical size. The word portable has become a computer
industry buzzword, the definition of which has become
very cloudy. The assumption made at HP's PortableComputer Division is that a portable computer user would want
to carry the machine and at least one other bagwhile running
through Chicago'sO'Hare International Airport to catch the
next flight. Even more important, the user shouldn't have to
go into endurance training to do it (at least not becauseof
the portablecomputer).Hence,the physical sizeand weight
of a portable computer become very important design parameters.The spacerequired for the I/O interfaces (printed
circuit board space as well as the space needed to bring
the VO connector to the outside worldJ is a significant
factor.
Easeof use. People who travel tend to be in a hurry. If they
need specialtools and/or lots of time to connector disconnect the I/O interface, it becomes a significant inconvenience. All of the interfaces chosen for The Portable and The
Portable Plus can be connected and running or disconnected and put away with very little time and effort.
The Portable Modem
There are two main types of applications for The Portable's modem. One is subscription to the various dial-up
personal or financial computer servicesthat are becoming
more available. The other is remote communication with
host computers or other personal computers. In both of
these applications The Portable communicates with a
modem at the other end that is generally not made by
Hewlett-Packard.The Portable'smodem must thereforebe
able to communicate with industry standard modems. In
the U.S.A., these standards are Bell 103 (300 baud) and
BeIl21,2(300/1200baud).The Bell 212standardis preferred
over the Bell 103 standardbecauseof its higher data rate.
Other required features are that the modem be usable over
the switched telephonenetwork, and that tone/pulseautodial and autoanswerfeaturesbe provided.
Space constraints required that the modem design be

N-Channel

Computer's
Fig. 1. Electronic relay used in
The Portable'smodem.
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centered around a modem/filter chip set purchased from
an outside vendor. At the time The Portable'smodem was
designed,aBell ztT chip set was not available,so Bell t03
was selected. To avoid adding the space required by a
dc-to-dcconverter,a designthat requiresonly a single5Vdc
supply is used, This allows the modem circuit to be powered from the existing SVdc regulator that supplies the
computer's digital circuits.
Although the modem/filter chip set can operatefrom a
single SVdc supply, the analog signals within the modem
must be referencedto an analogground voltageof 2.5vdc.
This voltage level is generatedby the modem/filter chip
set, and provided on an output pin. This eliminates the
need for adding discrete circuitry to generate2.SVdc.
The single SVdc supply influences the design of the
transmit section of the modem. A modem that provides
DTMF (tone) dialing capability must be able to generate
two tone signalsof sufficient amplitude simultaneouslyat
the telephonenetwork interface.The assumedload impedanceof the network is 600 ohms, and the distortion permitted in the transmitted tones is limited. Typical transmit
levels for the two signals are -5 dBm and -7 dBm into
the 600O network. These levels correspondto voltagesof
1.23V p-p and 0.98V p-p. The two tones are of different
frequency, so the combined waveform swings up to 1.23
+ 0.98 : 2.2\Y p-p acrossthe 600O network.
A typical modem is designedwith a 600O output impedance. Hence, such a modem would have to generate
2x2.2'l,y p-p or 4.42Y p-p at the transmit operational
amplifier. This is difficult to achievewith an op amp powered only by 5Vdc such as the transmit op amp used in
The Portable'smodem design. Without sufficient voltage
swing, limiting occursand distortion is addedto the DTMF
signals.To avoid distortion, The Portable'smodem uses a
lower output impedance,roughly 475 ohms, and transmits
the DTMF signalsat lower levels(still within specifications).
The chip set selectedto implement the 300-baudmodem
and all digital circuitry within the computeris CMOS.This
helps keeppower consumptionlow. Someof the analogcircuitry within the modem is of the bipolar technology,however. Where possible,low-power bipolar circuits are used
and impedancesarekept ashigh aspossible.The total current

used by the modem circuit is typically 10 to 15 mA.
Since someusersseldom use the modem, a firmware-actuated power switch is included in the modem design.This
allows the modem to be turned off evenwhen the rest of the
computeris on. The switch is implementedby a pnp transistor connectedin serieswith the modem's5Vdc supply rail.
When the switch is off, the SVdc supply is disconnected
from the modem,all node voltageswithin the modem decay
to zero (ground),and power consumptionof the modem is
reduced to zero. The inclusion of this switch adds some
complexityto the modemdesign,however.Someof the digital inputs to the modem would normally be in the logic one
state(5V) while the modem is not being used.Theseinputs
are forced to logic zero (0V) by additional logic gatingand
control lines when the power switch is off. If not logically
forcedto 0V, theseinput lines would actually supply power
to the modem circuit through the input protectiondiodesof
some of the modem chips, and power consumption would
not drop off to zero.
All modemsthat make direct connectionto the telephone
network must include the functionality of a hook switch.
As in a standard telephone, the hook switch is closed to
indicate that the modem is using the line to which it is
connected,and openedto indicate nonuse.Many modems
use a mechanicalrelay to perform this function. A mechanical relay, however, can require 10 to 100 mA at 5Vdc to
keep its contactsin the closed position. This would be up
to 10 times the typical power required by the rest of the
modem.
To avoid the power dissipation of a mechanical relay,
an electronic relay (Fig. 1) was designedfor The Portable's
modem. This circuit consistsof a full-wave bridge rectifier,
an n-channel MOSFET, a bleed resistor, and an isolating
dc-to-dc converter. The MOSFET and bridge rectifier act
togetherasthe contactsof the relay.When a suitablevoltage
is applied to its gate, the MOSFET turns on (contacts
closed).When 0V is applied to the gate,the MOSFETturns
off (contactsopened). The dc-to-dc converter, under the
logic control of the computer, generatesthe gate voltage
required to turn on the MOSFET and maintains the voltage
isolation between the computer and the relay contactsas
required by the Federal Communications Commission

Fig. 2. OptionalHPB29B3AModem
for the Portable Plus Computer.
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(U.S.A.). The computer disables operation of the dc-to-dc
converter to turn off the MOSFET. The bleed resistor is
included to turn off the MOSFET in a sufficiently short
time. This electronic relay design requires much less power
(100 pA at SVdc) than a mechanical relay, because of the
extremely low leakage current of the gate of the MOSFET
and the high impedance of the bleed resistor.
Another design choice is direct or acoustic connection
to the telephone network. Direct connection through an
RJ11 modular lack is best for easeof connection and disconnection. Some sacrifice is associated with this choice, because direct connection is prohibited at pay telephones by
the Federal Communications Commission (U.S.A.) and
some hotel telephones do not use modular telephone jacks.
Acoustic connection, through cups which fit over the
mouthpiece and earpiece of a telephone receiver, is generally possible with all standard telephones. However, acoustic connection is sensitive to receiver seating within the
cups and to ambient noise and jarring. Direct connection
does not have these problems. Also, an RJ11 jack is much
smaller than two acoustic cups. The Portable's modem uses
direct connection.
Portable Plus Modem
While the Bell 103 modem offered with The Portable
was the best that could be done at the time, rnany users
suggested that it would really benefit them if the modem
could be an option and if it could be enhanced to meet the
BeIl 21,2A modem specification. The optional modem (Fig.
2) for the Portable Plus accomplishes both goals.
The Bell 212A specification has achieved wide support
as the de focto standard for 1200-baud communication over
the telephone network in the U.S.A. and Canada. The maior
data base services support the specification as well as all
of the maior American modem manufacturers. Included as
part of the Bell 212A specification is the ability to fall back
to 300-baud transmission using the Bell 103 standard.
The technology available to implement the Bell 2124
specification progressed significantly during the time The
Portable was being developed. Shortly after The Portable
was introduced, the first true CMOS BeIl 21.2A chip set
became available. Consisting of two custom CMOS ICs, a
CMOS microprocessor, and a handful of discrete components, the modem developed by a third-party company
became the first Bell 21,2A modem that had the potential
of filling the requirements of a portable computer. Working
with this company to modify their design so that it would
better fit in the Portable Plus, we implemented a modem
that reduced the printed circuit board space needed for a
BeIl 21,2A modem from approximately 80 square inches to
approximately 20 square inches. The custom CMOS chip
set also reduces the power requirements from approximately two watts to approximately 0.25W.
Circuits were also implemented that allow the entire
modem circuitry to be turned off when the modem is not
in use, helping to maintain the overall system battery life
at acceptable levels. This was accomplished by using a
power supply switch similar to that used for the Portable's
modem.
Direct connection through RI11 modular phone plugs
(with acoustic couplers as an option) was maintained from
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The Portable. In addition, an intelligent modem was implemented. This allows the user to communicate with and
control the modem by using a set of commands. These
commands are compatible with the Hayes Smartmodem'*
1200 command set. This allows the many people that have
had previous experience with the Hayes command set to
feel at home when using the Portable Plus modem.
Serial Interface
The RS-232-C,{/.24 interface is included in both machines
because of the great variety of computers and peripherals
that can communicate over this type of interface. Terminals, printers, plotters, and modems are among the many
devices that can be addressed. In addition, when The Portable or the Portable Plus is emulating a terminal, this interface can be used to communicate with a number of host
computers.
RS-232-C has long been a recognized standard for the
U.S., Canada, and Europe. It is also a de facto standard in
many other parts of the world. As such, it is an extremely
versatile interface to add to a portable computer.
Because of limitations in fitting everything in the package
for The Portable and Portable Plus, the connector chosen
for the RS-232-Cinterface is not the 25-pin D-subminiature
connector commonly used for RS-232-C devices. Instead,
a 9-pin D-subminiature connector is used (Fig. 3). This
prevented the implementation of some of the most esoteric
signals described in the RS-232-C documents. However,
the most common signals (including DCD, RTS, CTS, DTR,
RING,and DSR) are implemented. To minimize the effect
of having a 9-pin connector instead of the more common
25-pin connector, custom cables that implement the most
common RS-232-Cconfigurations are available. These cables
also have thumbscrews to facilitate the attachment of the
cable to the computer.

Fig. 3. fhe serial interface port (left) for The Portable and
Portable Plus Computersuses a 9-pln D-submtniatureconnectorinsteadof the standard25-pinRS-232-ClV.24
connector, because of space limitations.Most common RS-232-C
signalsare presenland cuslom cablesare availablefor common configurations.Drrect connection to the built-in modem
is made using an RJ11 connector(right)

To minimize the power required, the entire interface can
be turned off when not in use and only drives the output
signals to approximately l7V (still meeting the specification) instead of the more common +12V.
HP-IL
HP-IL stands for Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop, an interface designed by HP specifically for data communication
between small, low-powered devices.t This interface is included in both the Portable and Portable Plus designs for
easy connection to other devices. Although HP-IL cannot
be considered an industry standard, it is a company standard, and it is designed and documented so that electronic
manufacturers can easily develop products that use the interface. HP-IL is modeled after the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB/IEEE4SS/IEC625), an industry standard.
As an HP company standard, HP-IL fits well within the
requirements of data communication in portable computers. Through a single pair of connectors on its back panel,
portable computers such as The Portable and Portable Plus
can have access to flexible disc drives, printers, other computers, and many other devices. HP-IL allows groups of
these devices to be connected simultaneously in a single
loop, so that access to a device does not require a change
of interconnect cables. Some interfaces, such as RS-232-C,
allow connection of a computer to only a single device at
a time.
The availability of a custom integrated circuit2 designed
by Hewlett-Packard makes the HP-IL a compact interface.
This CMOS IC, part no. 1LB3-0003, performs many HP-IL
functions automatically. It easily interfaces through an B-bit
bus to a microprocessor system. In the case of The Portable
and the Portable Plus, the 8086 microprocessor system
around which both computers are designed provides the
necessary microprocessor support for the HP-IL. The only
added circuitry required for the HP-IL is the 2B-pin CMOS
IC and some discrete components.
The CMOS HP-IL integrated circuit maximum power con-

sumption is 5 mA at 5.5Vdc. Some of the IC's automatic.
HP-IL functions make it possible to reduce power consumption even further by reducing microprocessor system
activity.
A group of devices connected via the HP-IL forms a loop
structure. Each device has two connectors on its back panel,
a female lN port and a male OUT port (Fig. a). The OUT port
of one device is connected to the lN port of the next device
on the loop. What makes this system so easy to connect is
that the user merely takes a device and an HP-IL cable,
plugs either end of the cable into the port on the device
that will accept it, takes the other end of the cable, and
plugs it into the next device in whichever port will accept
it. The cables are thin and pliable, so they are easily routed
on a desk and take up little space. Cables typical of other
computer interfaces are often thick and stiff, sometimes so
much that moving the cable causes the computer to move.
HP-IL cables require no retention screws and they can be
chained together to give longer separation distances between
devices.
Data always passes in the same direction on the loop,
from the source device to the destination device. Depending on the positioning of devices, data must often pass
through a device that is neither source nor destination.
Such devices know that they are not destinations, so they
merely pass any data they receive on to the next device.
When the destination device receives data it is expecting,
it retransmits the data back on the loop, continuing in the
same direction. The data eventually makes it back to the
source device. In this way, the source device can do error
checking on data passed around the entire loop and knows
whether the destination device receives correct data. All
data transmitted on the loop, then, makes a complete trip
no matter where the source and destination devices
:[:"0,
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PersonalApplicationsManagerfor HP
PortableGomputers
by RobertB. May and Alesia Duncombe
HE PERSONAL APPLICATIONS MANAGER (PAM)
on The Portableand PortablePlus Computersevolved
from the original PAM for the HP 150 Touchscreen
Computer. PAM is designedto provide a novice computer
user accessto most of the features of MS'*-DOS without
forcing the user to learn all of its various commands. PAM
helps a user becomeproductive immediately by presenting
a simple display that shows which applications are currently available in the system, and providing a simple,
one-key method for invoking any of those programs. PAM
also provides a file manager, which can perform several
file maintenance functions, such as formatting discs, creating directories,and deleting,copying,and renamingfiles.
One of the most important functions of PAM is the control of the systemenvironment that it provides to the user'
Using PAM, variables such as the size of system RAM, the
current font, and the printer and data communications interfaces can be set and changed according to the needs of
the user, in a manner that is transparent to an application
program. This increasesthe flexibility of the system,and
enhancesapplication software by releasingit from many
of the system and device-specificdetails that can tie it to
only one system configuration.
User Interface
In keeping with the interface developedfor the HP 150,
PAM in The Portableand PortablePlus displays the availableapplication programsasa seriesof inversevideo blocks
on the screen(Fig. 1). The blocks consistof two lines, each
14 characterslong. One line displays the letter identifier
of the disc drive on which that application can be found.
The top line of each block contains a label identifying the
application to the user.The text of this label doesnot have
to be the actual name of the program file that is invoked
by MS-DOS, which can be rather complicated. Instead,it
can be a word or phrase that is relevant to the user. For

example,one of our ROM products is the PC2622Terminal
Emulator, which can emulate an HP 2622 terminal or a
VT100 terminal made by Digital Equipment Corporation.
To run this program on an MS-DOS system without PAM,
you must typePC2622/Hto start it in HP mode. On the PAM
screen,however, the user seesa block labeled HPTerminal,
and can selectit simply by moving the pointer to the block
softkey. In addition, a comand pressing the StartApplication
pany that has its employees use a standard spreadsheet
program and a common template can hide the command
used to start that program under a PAM block simply
labeled Soreadsheet.
Unlike the Touchscreen version of PAM, applications
do not have to be explicitly installed by a utility program
to appearon the PAM screenand be easily availableto the
user. On The Portable and Portable Plus, all disc drives
connected to the computers (including the internal RAM
and ROM discs)are searchedfor a text file called pRl'l.utrtu.
This file defines the text of blocks that appear on the screen
as well as the commandsthat are issued to MS-DOSwhen
a block is selected.This mechanismallows a piece of software on a disc to become immediately accessiblefrom
PAM by simply placing the disc into a drive and having
PAM read the disc.
The Portable Plus accepts plug-in ROM modules that
contain application programs. Each software module appears as part of the internal ROM disc to the system, and
can use the PAM.MNU
feature to make its programs accessible
through PAM. Since the ROM disc is always present in the
system, any application that is installed in this manner is
permanently accessible from the main command screen,
This provides a powerful customization capability-a company can place its application programs into ROMs and
distribute them to its personnel.
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Fig. 1. Ihe PAM display screen
for The Portableand Portable Plus
Computers shows the available
applicationsas a serles of inverse
video blocks.

System Conflguration
Another important feature of PAM is the ability to configure various parameters of the system. There are three
main areasthat can be modified through PAM: the clock,
the datacommunicationsparameters,and the systemi.self
which encompassessuch details as the partition between
system RAM and RAM disc, control of the power saving
features,and which physical peripheral devices are associated with severalMS-DOS logical device names.
Through the PAM system configuration screen (seeFig.
2), the user can control many aspectsof The Portableand
PortablePlus. One of the most important fields is the Mempartition adjustment, which allows the user to vary
orylEdisc
the size of the internal RAM disc. Becauseof the ability of
the PortablePlus to acceptadditional RAM in its expansion
slots, this adjustment allows maximum use of the RAM
disc to make it as useful as any external disc drive. For
example, a user who only needs one or two applications,
but who uses several data files, might want to use the
largest possible RAM disc to carry the data files in the
computer without needing an external disc. Another user
who uses a very large spreadsheetmight want the maximum system memory, with only enough RAM disc to hold
the stored form of the spreadsheetmodel.
Since battery life is very important on a portable
machine, HP's portable computers have several built-in
power saving features (seebox on page 10). PAM allows
the user to modify two of thesefeatures:the display timeout and powersavemode. Powersavemode is a statewhere
the system processor halts whenever the keyboard is idle
for a period of time. Most of the time, this is a desirable
feature, since it reduces system power requirements by
about 44%. For some applications,however,this mode can
cause program execution to be sporadic. Through PAM,
this feature can be turned on or off as needed.The display
time-out is a timed function; if no key has been hit in a
given number of minutes, the entire machine enters a sleep
mode in which the display, keyboard, and data communications ports are turned off, and the machine suspendsexecution of the current processuntil it is awakened by an external interrupt. Thus, whenever the machine is left in an
idle state for a period of time, it will automatically turn
off, but no data will be lost, and no application program
will be affected.PAM allows a user to selectthe length of
time that will elapse before sleep mode is entered. This

interval can be anywhere from 30 secondsto 20 minutes,
and it can also be disabled.
The keyboard and display can be placed in normal HP
mode or a special alternatemode. In HP mode, the display
uses the standardHP Roman8font, and the function keys
generatestandard HP terminal escapesequences.When
the alternate mode is selected,the display uses the IBM
PC font and the keys generateIBM-style function codes.
Through PAM, the user can select which mode the computer will operate in. This selection is transparentto the
appliapplication, and allows many existingIBM-PC-based
cationsto be run on HP's portablecomputerswithout modification.
Another system configuration feature is the ability to
assign different output devices to some of the standard
MS-DOS Iogical device names.In MS-DOS,there are several reserveddevice names.The PRNdevice is defined to
be the system printer, the PLTdevice is associatedwith a
plotter, and the AUXdevice is defined as the primary data
communications interface.PAM allows the user to assign
these device namesto different piecesof hardware,and to
change the definition in a manner that is invisible to a
program. For instance, if a word processor is written so
that it always writes to the PRNdevice, a user can print
drafts on an HP-IL Thinkfet Printer until the text is satisfactory. The user can then exit to PAM, change the printer
interface definition, and run the program again, this time
printing a final copy of the document on an HP Laserfet
Printer connectedto the built-in RS-232-C/V.24port. The
sameredirection can also apply to a communicationsprogram. If it is designed to use the AUX device for data exchange, it can run through either the built-in serial port,
the internal modem, or the HP 82764A HP-IL/RS-232-C
Converter. This allows a user to access several different
peripherals without the need for a specialized program
customized for each particular device.
Datacom Configuration
Data communications over RS-232-CN.24or a modem
usually involves setting several parametersin the interface,
such as baud rate, number of stop bits, word length, etc.
Often there is no simple way to change these parameters,
which is often required when several different systems or
devicesarebeing accessed.PAM containsa datacommunications configuration menu (Fig. 3) that allows the user to
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vary the settings of the built-in serial port, the internal
modem, and an external HP 82164A HP-IL/RS-232-CConverter quickly and simply. In addition, in keeping with the
need to conserve power on portable computers, the
datacom menu shows the current power stateof the internal
RS-232-Cinterfaceand the modem. When these interfaces
are turned on, battery consumption is increased.From this
menu, the user can seeif an application has left the power
on to one of these devices,and can turn it off by simply
selecting the Off menu choice in the power field for the
appropriate interface.
Clock Configuration
The system clock can be set through the clock configuration menu (Fig. +). In addition to the standardhours, minutes, seconds,days, months, and years,the clock in HP's
portable computers allows the time zone to be set. This
provides a simple method of keepingthe systemclock current when traveling acrossthe U.S.A. or abroad.
PAM and Alarms
The PPU (peripheral processorunit) chip in The Portable
and Portable Plus allows the scheduling of interrupts at a
given date and time in the future. PAM gives the user a
means of accessing this feature, along with the ability to
display a messageor perform a command when an alarm
occurs.When PAM is started,reentered,or used to change
the clock. the internal RAM disc is searchedfor a file named
PAM.ALM
in the top-level directory. If this file exists, PAM
reads it. Each line is of the form: MM/DD,YY
HH:SSText.If
the text begins with the > character, the rest of the line is
interpreted as an MS-DOS command to be executed when
the alarm occurs. Otherwise,the text is displayed.
When an alarm occurs, the system makes a warbling
sound that continues for about ten seconds or until a key
is pressed. If the alarm occurs while the machine is in
PAM, the PAM alarm screen immediately appears. If the
alarm has a text messageassociatedwith it in the PAM.ALM
file, the messageis displayed and PAM waits for a key to
be pressedbefore resuming execution. Then any command
or program associatedwith the alarm is executed and PAM
is restarted when the command or program terminates.
If the alarm occurs in an application other than PAM,
the warbling sound is generated, but no other action is
taken until PAM is reentered. When PAM restarts. it notes
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that an alarm hasoccurred.and behavesasdescribedabove.
If an alarm occurswhile the machine is in the sleepstate,
it resumes normal execution and then proceeds as described above.This feature is very useful for data communications. An alarm can be scheduled late at night when
telephone rates are discounted to invoke a program that
uses the modem to connect to a data base on a mainframe
computer. In this manner, a company can distribute information to its field personnel electronically at a lower cost
and a faster rate than more traditional methods.
PAM and Ringing Phones
The internal modem or an external modem connected
to the serial port can generatea "ring" interrupt when they
are called by another telephone or computer. When this
happens, The Portable and Portable Plus make a ringing
sound to alertthe userthat someoneis calling the computer.
If a ring occurs while PAM is running, PAM attempts to
execute a command file named AUToANSR.BAT.
If this file
is presenton the RAM disc, it is executed.It can do anything
a standard MS-DOS batch file is allowed to do. When it
terminates,PAM is restarted.
If the ring interrupt occurs when PAM is not running,
such as during the execution of an application, the ringing
sound occurs, but no other action is taken. If a ring interrupt
occurs while the machine is in the sleep state, it wakes up.
If it is in PAM, the AUToANSR.BAT
file is executedif present.
Localization
In the initial design of the PortablePlus, it was decided
that native language support would be a high priority for
the project. Hence, we invested significant effort to ensure
that its PAM, which is the "outward face" of the computer,
would be as easyas possibleto convert from one language
to another, with a minimal impact on the internal structure
of the program.
PAM on The Portable has all of its messagescompiled
within the code of the program, at several different points.
This made conversionfrom Englisha time-consumingtask,
and meant several different versions of PAM----anEnglish
PAM, a German PAM, a French PAM, etc. Our objective
for the PortablePlus was to have one version ofthe program
that uses a generic messagesystem that makes the current
languageof the machine invisible to PAM. To this end, it
was decided to place all of the messages,softkey labels,
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and other text stringsinto the systemconfigurationROM.
The configurationROM is an EPROM(erasableprogrammable ROM) that is programmed on the assemblyline to
contain system data and the serial number for each
machine. For localization. the EPROM is filled with the
PAM messages
and the keyboardlayout for a specificcountry. The systemsoftwareusesthe values contained in this
ROM when possible. The keyboard driver, for example,
defines the keyboard according to the mapping contained
in the configuration ROM. When PAM prints a messageto
the user, it calls a system routine to display a numbered
messagefrom the ROM. The systemthen scansthe EPROM
for the text that correspondsto the desired number, and
showsit on the screen.In this way, PAM dealswith abstract
messagenumbers,with the configuration ROM providing
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H

Fig. 4. PAM clock configuration
screen.

the actual text of the messagein the proper language.The
rest of the built-in software applications on the Portable
Plus also use this mechanism to display their messages,
making the basic machine fully localizable by simply insertingthe appropriateconfigurationROM on the manufacturing line.
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for Portable
MemoryManagement
Computers
by Mark S. Rowe
HE PORTABLE AND PORTABLE PLUS Computers
run under MS*-DOS 2.11. This operating system
requires a certain amount of contiguous read/write
memory (RAM) beginningat physical address0. This memory is called systemmemory and is managedby the operating system. The minimum amount of system memory required dependsupon what drivers are installed and what
applications must run. On The Portable,the systemmemory size can be set to as little as 96K bytes and on the
PortablePlus, to as little as BOKbytes.Both machineshave
considerably more RAM than this minimum. The Portable
has 272K bytes of RAM. The Portable Plus (with plug-in
expansion)can have from 128K bytes to 1280K bytes with
the current expansion options, and has an upper limit of
over two megabytesof RAM.

The RAM that is not assigned to system memory is organized into a RAM disc that appears to the operating system as unit A: and functions identically to a mechanical
disc from the system's point of view. Though lacking the
capability of off-line archival storageand the ability to read
actual discs, the RAM disc has the advantagesof being
much more durable, consurning much less power, and
being very much faster than its mechanical counterpart.
Part of the operatingsystemis a block of code called the
BIOS, which is executed when the system is initialized
(boot up). This code determines(in addition to many other
tasks) the amount of system memory in the machine and
executes the program that provides the user interface. A.s
with other MS-DOS machines, the BIOS code resides in
read-only memory (ROM) and executesautomatically from
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a reset condition. However, on both The Portableand the
Portable Plus, the user interface program (along with several other systemfiles) is also storedin ROM. Thesesystem
files are organizedin a ROM disc that appearsto the system
as unit B: and is similar to the RAM disc, except that its
contentsare predeterminedand cannotbeoverwritten.The
PortablePlus has the additional capability, through its expansion ports, of allowing ROM-basedapplications to be
added. These ROM-basedapplications appear as files on
the ROM disc from where they can be downloaded to system memory and executed. These applications can also
directly executecode out of the plug-in ROM.
Memory Management Code
The operationsdescribedabovearehandled by the memory managementcode on the PortablePlus. Memory managementon The Portableis similar to that of the Portable
Plus, but is lesscomplex since it dealswith a fixed amount
of RAM and has no provision for handling plug-in application ROMs. Within the PortablePlus the memory management code must determinethe total amount of RAM in the
system,allocatea portion of the total RAM to systemmemory, maintain the RAM disc including read, write, and
formatting functions, identify any plug-in ROMs and maintain the ROM disc, and provide utility functions to allow
applications to executeout of ROM and directly accessa
ROM's contents.
When the system comes up, the memory management
code must determine how much RAM is in the machine.
The PortablePlus has 1,28K,256K,or 512K bytesof contiguous built-in RAM beginning at address0 in the memory
address space.In addition, there are four logical plug-in
ports (two in eachof the two plug-in drawers).Eachdrawer
can support up to eight banks of RAM (eachbank contains
12BK bytes). Thus, there can be up to two megabytesof
plug-in RAM in addition to the built-in RAM. fHowever,
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current physical constraints on the drawer size and memory density limit this to 76BKbytesin the plug-in drawers.)
Each of the plug-in RAM banks can be independently
enabled and disabled.In addition. eachbank can be independently mapped into any of the eight 128K-bytepartitions of the one-megabytephysical addressspace(unlike
the built-in memory which is always enabledand fixed in
the addressspacebeginning at address0). Enablinga RAM
bank so that it overlays built-in RAM, the display RAM,
another already enabledplug-in RAM bank, built-in ROM,
or an enabledplug-in ROM bank would causeit to function
improperly. As banks of plug-in RAM are identified, they
are assignedto consecutive12BK partitions of the address
space,beginning at the end of the built-in RAM until display RAM is reached at location 8000016in the address
space.This RAM in the memory spacebelow B0000ruis
referred to as low RAM and includes all banks of built-in
RAM and the first banks of plug-in RAM to a total of four
banks(512Kb1'tes).Any additional plug-in RAM is referred
to as high RAM and is assignedto the 128K-byteaddress
partition beginning at address4000016.Only one bank of
high RAM can be enabledat any time. Furthermore,since
plug-in ROMs occupy a 256K-bytepartition beginning at
address9000016,a bank of high RAM cannot be enabled
concurrently with plug-in ROM. Refer to Fig. 1 for a diagram of the physical RAM organization.
Since systemmemory must residein contiguousaddress
space, only the low RAM is available for use as system
memory; all high RAM must be part of the RAM disc.
Access to the RAM disc is always performed by code that
is resident in the systemROM and datatransfersarealways
to or from a buffer in system memory. Therefore, it will
never be necessaryto have two banks of high RAM enabled
simultaneously, nor will a plug-in ROM ever need to be
enabled during a RAM disc access.
Once all of the plug-in RAM has been identified and
assignedto a memory partition in either low RAM or high
RAM, the Portable Plus memory management code determines the amount of system memory, which is subsequentlyreported to the operatingsystemduring boot up.
The boundary betweenthe systemmemory and RAM disc
can be set by the user within the constraints that the boundary must be on a 4K-byte boundary, the minimum system
memory size is BOKbytes, the minimum RAM disc size is
4K bytes, and the maximum system memory size is 51.2K
bytes. The boundary can be changed without altering the
current contents of the RAM disc. The memory management code determineswhere the last used sector of RAM
disc is and will not allow the memory partition to be moved
past that point. A utility is provided to allow the used
sectorsto be packed into lower-numberedunused sectors
to free up more spacethat can be allocatedto systemmemory.
RAM Disc
The sectorsof the RAM disc (seeFig. 2) are assignedto
physical memory beginning with the first bank of high
RAM. Each sectorcontains 512 bytes of RAM. The end of
the RAM disc (highest-numbered sectors) is in low RAM.
Within the 512K-byteaddressspaceof low RAM, the sectors begin at the high end and proceedtoward low memory.
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Thus, the highest-numbered sector in the RAM disc is adjacent to the high end of system memory. This allows
the boundary between RAM disc and system memory to
be moved easily without disturbing the current contents
of the RAM disc. The RAM disc is increasedby allocating
sectors from the high end of system memory, decreasing
the size of system memory accordingly. System memory
size is increased by allocating memory from the highest
numbered sectors of the RAM disc, assuming that these
RAM sectors are not in use.
Although the built-in RAM is always enabled, the plug-in
RAM is enabled and disabled under software control. RAM
banks can contain either system memory, RAM disc memory, or a mix of system memory in the low end of the bank
and RAM disc in the high end of the bank' Plug-in RAM
banks that contain only RAM disc memory remain disabled
except when being accessedby the memory management
software. This is a safety precaution that minimizes the
risk of a program inadvertently overwriting the RAM disc
memory. Since system memory must always be enabled
when a program is executing, a bank of memory that contains both the last sector of RAM disc and the high end of
system memory is always enabled, leaving the high sectors
of the RAM disc vulnerable to program errors.This vulnerability can be avoided by setting the system memory boundary on a boundary of a plug-in RAM bank' In this case
there is no RAM bank that contains both system memory
and RAM disc sectors.Thus all RAM disc memory is left
disabled exceptwhen being accessedby the memory management code and cannot be inadvertently overwritten by
a faulty program.
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The first sector of the RAM disc is a reserved sector
(sector 0) that contains a BIOS parameter block in the first
24 bytes, some system information, and checksum data for
the first 384 sectors of the RAM disc. Each sector has a
one-byte checksum. If additional space is required for
checksums,it is allocatedin a multiple of 512 bytes above
sector 0 in the physical memory space.Enough checksum
space is allocated to accommodate the maximum number
of sectors that the RAM disc can have, given the total
amount of memory in the machine.
The BIOS parameter block defines the structure of the
RAM disc as seen by the operating system. Except for the
number of sectors on the disc, the structure is fixed, given
the amount of RAM in the machine. The sectorsize is 512
bytes per sector and there is one sector per data cluster.
The RAM disc has one reservedsectoras discussedearlier,
and one file allocation table. There are 64 entries in the
root directory. The number o{ sectors on the disc is set
during system configuration. The number of sectors in the
file allocation table depends on the memory size. As for
the checksum area, a sufficient number of sectors is allocated for the file allocation table to handle the largest RAM
disc possible.Therefore,the size of the file allocation table
will not change when increasing or decreasing the RAM
disc size. Fig. 2 depicts the organization of the sectors
within the RAM disc.
When the RAM disc driver is first entered during an IiO
operation, it enables any low RAM that may have been
disabled, it disables any plug-in ROM to free up the swap
spaceat address4000016,and it enablesthe first bank of
high RAM. Since the checksum space, sector 0, the file
allocation table, and the root directory are all at the beginning of the RAM disc and use less than 128K bytes, it is
guaranteed that all of these frequently accessed components will be enabled by default. If the operation requires
access to a sector in a bank of high RAM other than the
first bank. the RAM disc driver will disable the first bank
of high RAM, enable the required bank, perform the specified operation, disable the bank, and reenablethe first bank
of high RAM. After the operation is complete (including
updating a checksum value if required), the high RAM
bank and any low RAM banks that contain only RAM disc
data are disabled. If a plug-in ROM was previously enabled,
it is reenabled and the RAM disc driver exits.
The structure and operation of the RAM disc as described
above provides a fast, flexible, and reliable schemefor implementing a disc-based operating system on a portable
computer without a mechanical disc drive.
ROM Disc
In addition to the ROM-basedBIOS software,the Portable
Plus has about 100K bytes of system software that is built
into a.ROM disc. This software appears to the operating
system to reside in a subdirectory of the B: disc unit. Furthermore, the expansion ports on the Portable Plus allow
the user to plug in application ROMs that will also appear
to the operating system as files on subdirectories of the B:
disc unit (a distinct subdirectory for each plug-in ROM).
Unlike the RAM disc, where each srz-byte sector is represented by 572 bytes of RAM somewhere in the machine,
many of the ROM disc sectors do not correspond to any
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existing memory and are generated on the fly when requested from the various internal tables and parameters
that are set up when the system is initialized.
When a sector of the ROM disc is requested, the ROM
disc driver first determines what type of sector is being
requested. From the point of view of the ROM disc driver,
there are six different types of sectorsin the ROM disc (see
Fig. 3). The type of sectorcan be determinedfrom the sector
number and each type invokes a unique software routine
to extract the appropriate data and construct the sector in
the specifiedbuffer. If sector0 is requested,the ROM disc
driver fills the first 24 bytes of the destination buffer with
fixed data from a table in ROM (this data includes the BIOS
parameter block for the ROM disc). The remaining 4BB
bytes of the sector are set to zero in the buffer.
If the requested sector number is 1 through 0Cr6, then
the sector is part of the file allocation table. Sector 1 is
special in that it contains the special media byte entry at
the start of the file allocation table and includes the table's
entries for the sixteen root subdirectory files and the system
files in addition to some of the entries in the first plug-in
ROM. All of the other file allocation table sectors contain
entries for plug-in ROM files. The root subdirectoriesare
each one cluster long so the file allocation table entries are
The entriesfor the systemfiles
end-of-file entries (0FFF16).
are computed from a table in ROM. The file allocation table
entries for files in plug-in ROMs are computed from the
values in the file allocation table of the plug-in ROM. Since
each plug-in ROM is mapped into an explicit S12-sector
range of the ROM disc, the file allocation table entries
returned by the ROM disc driver are at a known offset from
the values present in the plug-in ROMs themselves. From
the particular sector requested, the ROM disc driver can
determine what range of table entries are required and return the correct values on the fly.
If the requested sector is number 0Dtu, then the root
directory is being requested. The 512 bytes in the root
directory sector contains sixteen 32-byte file directory entries. The first entry is for the BINsubdirectory of the ROM
disc, which is always present and provides the path for
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accessingthe system files. Its fixed data is extracted from
the system ROM. The remaining fifteen directory entries
are for plug-in application ROMs. Each of the fifteen possible plug-in ROM banks defines a subdirectory entry in
the root directory of the ROM disc. The datafor the plug-in
ROM entries is computed from special data within the first
sector of the plug-in together with the ordering of the plugin ROMs in the expansionports. The root directory sector
is createdon the fly when accessed.
If sector number OEr6through 2Dru is requested,then a
sector of one of the root subdirectoriesis being accessed.
Each of these subdirectoriesis two sectors long. Sectors
OEruand OFruare the sectorsof the BINsubdirectory.The
datafor thesesectorsis computedfrom a table in the system
ROM. The other thirty sectors(10ruthrough 2Dru)are subdirectory sectorsfor the plug-in ROMs. The data for these
sectorsis contained in the root directory spaceof the correspondingplug-in ROM. Since the file entries in the plugin root directory describe the starting cluster for each file
relative to the start of the plug-in ROM, the ROM disc
driver must modify each entry as it is copied out to map
it relative to the start of the ROM disc. This mapping is
dependent upon the ordering of the plug-in ROMs. The
only other modification necessaryis that subdirectoryfiles
contain dummy entries to link to the parent directory and
the cunent directory. Since these entries are not present
in the plug-in root directory, they are created on the fly
when the directory sector is accessed.The data required
for these entries is contained in special fields in sector 0
of the plug-in ROM.
A request for a sector number in the range from 2Eru to
1E9ruwill accessa sectorof the systemfiles. The data for
these files is present in the system ROM. The addressof
the requested data is computed from a table also in system
ROM.
Requestinga sectornumber from lEAru to 1FE9ruaccesses a sectorfrom a plug-in ROM. Eachof the fifteen possible
plug-in ROM banks is allocated 512 sectors of the ROM
disc. Thus the first plug-in ROM occupies sectors 1EAru
through 3E9ru,the second plug-in ROM occupies sectors
3EAru through 5E916,and so forth. The sector allocation
is independent of the actual size of the ROM. Sectors
beyond the defined bounds of the plug-in ROM return undefineddata.All datain the plug-in ROM memoryis mapped
into some sector of the ROM disc. This includes the boot
sector,the plug-in file allocation table, the root directory,
and any ROM-executablecode. However, thesesectorsare
in generalmarked as available (unused)sectorsin the file
allocation table of the ROM disc and will thereforenot be
accessedby the operating system since the ROM disc is
read-only.
The sectors within a plug-in ROM are part of the file
structure of the ROM disc. These sectorsbelong either to
a normal file or to a subdirectoryin the plug-in ROM. One
constraint on the contents of plug-in ROMs is that all sectors of subdirectory files must occur in the ROM before
any of the normal file sectors. The boundary between the
subdirectoriesand the normal files is specifiedby a special
field in sector0 of the plug-in ROM. This allows the ROM
disc driver to determine whether the requestedsectoris a
subdirectory sector or not. This distinction is important
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since subdirectory files are composed of file entries that
contain a value specifying the starting cluster number.
Within the plug-in ROM all starting cluster numbers are
specifiedrelative to the start of the ROM itself. When these
values are read from the ROM disc they must be mapped
into the appropriate cluster number within the plug-in's
sector space. Sectors from normal files in a plug-in are
transferredwithout any modification.
This implementation of the ROM disc driver allows efficient use of the system ROM space while allowing the
disc-oriented operating system to run unaltered. The implementation also accommodatesplug-in ROMs to allow
user application files to be incorporated into a ROM or
EPROM in a fairly straightforward manner (see article on
page 2B).The plug-in ROM contentsare incorporatedinto
the ROM disc and made accessibleto the operatingsystem
automatically by the ROM disc driver.
Plug-ln ROM
In addition to application files, a plug-in ROM may contain software that is intended to be executed directly out
of the ROM rather than being downloaded into system
memory first as is required of program files. This feature
slightly reducesthe time necessaryto run a program,but
more important, it can greatly reduce the amount of system
memory required to executethe application, thus allowing

more memory to be used for program data or a larger RAM
disc.
Two systemroutinesareprovided to allow an application
to accesscode or data in a plug-in ROM directly. The first
routine allows a program to enable a plug-in ROM. Once
enabled, a program can directly accessdata in that ROM'
The memory management code automatically handles
memory swapping when accessingRAM disc or invoking
ROM executablecode in anotherplug-in ROM. The second
routine allows a programto executecode in plug-in ROMs
directly. The routine disables any currently enabled memory bank (plug-in ROM or high RAM), enablesthe specified
plug-in ROM, and transferscontrol to the specified target
location (relative to the start of the ROM). A return instruction will then exit back through the memory management
code which then restoresthe originally enabled memory.
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A HybridSolutionfor a 2s-LineLCD
Gontroller
by Glenn J. Adler

PGRADINGTO A 2s-LINEliquid-crystal display for
the PortablePlus required a redesignof the 16-line
controller used in the earlierHP 110 Computer,The
Portable.Becauseof the larger display size, even if the old
controller could have been reprogrammed,the refreshrate
required by the larger LCD for flicker-freeoperation could
not be met. Hence,the designersdecided to do a fast turnaround design which leveragedthe architectureof the earlier 16-line custom controller.
The objectiveof the LCD controller is to regulatescreen
refresh while allowing the CPU to accessscreenmemory
for characterplacement.To supporta full screenof graphics,
it is necessaryto have more memory than the single64K-bit
static RAM used in The Portable.Therefore,two such RAMs
are used in the PortablePlus.
Features
While allowing the CPU accessto screenmemorywithout
any additional circuitry, the PortablePlus LCD controller
regulatesscreenupdate independentof the CPU without re-

quiring any additional circuitry in this function. When put
in sleep mode, the controller draws a maximum of t0 pA
at 3V, while actively retainingthe contentsof its memory.
With 12BK bits of memory the controller supports 1.25
pagesof 200x480-pixel graphicsdisplays and 2.5 pagesof
25 lines of alphanumeric data, along with three independent programmablefonts.
The most significant featureof this controller is its ability
to lock lines of alphanumericdisplay for softkeydefinition.
This is handled solely in hardware through programming
of an internal PLA (programmable logic array). The user
need only write the desired number of rows of memory
lock into the status register,and the controller will place
theserows, starting at the top of RAM, at the bottom of the
screen.It is the programmer'sresponsibility to point the
top-of-pagearound theserows so as not to show redundant
information on the screen.This feature makes scrolling a
simple algorithm, even when softkeysare being used. All
that need be done is to increment the top-of-pageregister.
The display RAM is treatedasa continuouscylinder. Point-
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ing the top-of-page to the bottom of RAM will wrap the
display around back to the top of RAM.
In graphics mode, the graphics bits are acquired in a
single fetch. A single PLA cycle acquires screen data in
groups of four bytes,one for each quadrant of the display.
In the caseof alphanumeric characters,the byte is modified
by either inversion or blanking, dependent upon the attributes and whether there is a cursor present. In both alpha
and graphics modes there are dead periods when the screen
RAM is not being accessed.These periods are when the
CPU is granted accessto display memory. The CPU can
asynchronouslyrequest accessby strobing the CSMline,
but the controller will always hold the ready signal low
until there is a dead cycle. With a S-MHz input clock, the
time allowed for one RAM read is 400 ns, requiring a RAM
with a 150-nsaccesstime.
The display interface consists of four dot outputs and
four timing signals. The dot outputs are shifted out serially
with their values determined by the data fetched from
RAM. The clock signalsaregenerateddirectlyfrom outputs
of the PLA. The dot clock's falling edge latches a bit of
data into each of the LCD panel's four shifters. The row
clock shifts the value of the panel's shifters down into its
column drivers. The frame clock strobes at the start of a
new frame, and resets the row scan back to row zero. The
fourth clock is a bias signal which changesthe polarity of
the voltage sent out on the row and column lines. This bias
signal is necessaryto prevent damaging effects on the liquid-crystal material that might occur if a net dc voltage
were allowed to build up. Thus, each time a pixel is refreshed, the bias voltage remains constant, but its polarity
is reversed.
The PPU interface is activated by accessingthe I/O space
belonging to the PPU shifter. The system will generate a
CSPPUsignal and in the caseof a write, will parallel-load
a byte of datato be transmittedto the peripheral processor.
This write also causesthe serial interface to the PPU to be
driven high. By polling this pin, the PPU knows data is
availableand beginsto drive the serial shifters' clock pin.
When the PPU wants the CPU to read the communication
register, an interrupt is generated and a byte is read after
being shifted serially out of the PPU.
Packaging and Testing
To minimize the pin count, the controller is placed di-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Portable Plus LCD controllet.
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rectly on the CPU's demultiplexed address/databus. Even
with this reduction of pins in the CPU interface, the RAM
circuit requires too many additional pins to package the
chip in a conventionala8-leaddual-inline package.Therefore, it was decided in the interest of conserving board
space (see Fig. 2) and minimizing small parts count to
mount both the controller and the RAM chips inside a
ceramichybrid package.Once this decision was made, pin
constraints still dictated that the hybrid be packaged in a
48-lead package,but this left several pins unused, Since
the packagewas already on the CPU bus, a logical use for
the additional pins was the interface to the peripheral processingunit (PPU).This serial-load-parallel-out,parallelload-serial-outshifter was included on the LCD controller
chip at the expenseof four extra pads.
The LCD controller was laid out on a CAD workstation
according to design rules specified for the 3.5-pm CMOS
technology fabricated in our in-house integrated circuit
facility. Special care was used to ensure that the design
was created free of dynamic nodes (except for the PLAs)
to minimize the power used by the chip. Logic verification
was done using an HP 9000Computersystemand a custom
toolset. The test program was constructed directly from
test vectors on the logic simulator using a conversion program provided by the tools group. It was necessaryto generate two different tests, one for the chip and one for the
hybrid, that tested both the controller and the memory
without accessto many of the controller's pads.
The layout of the ceramic hybrid was closely supervised
to reduce the possibility of crosstalk. Chip capacitors are
mounted inside the packageto decouplethe supply of each
chip separatelyand reduceany noise.The packageis sealed
with a ceramic lid for environmental protection.
The package is dynamically burned-in to screen infant
mortality RAM failures, since the chips are purchased only
after being functionally tested. The first chips showed only
one bug, which was easily remedied through the removal
of five rectanglesin the PLA. These rectangleswere etched
off the mask, and parts then appearedto function correctly.
Only upon margin rating fast and slow lots on the production tester did a problem arise. Fast parts exhibited a fight
on the internal bus. Both these problems were solved with
only a two-mask design turnaround.
EMI was a problem with the 16-line controller for The
Portable. By minimizing the output to the drive transistors
for the LCD clocks and dots, we were able to obtain regulatory agencyqualification. Adding a video interface loads
thesesignalsmore than initially intended,but all partsstill
passtheir margin rating.
Circuit Architecture
A simplified block diagram of the the controller architecture is provided in Fig. 1. The systeminterfaceconsistsof
address latches to capture a 16-bit CPU address on the fall
of the ALE (addresslatch enable) signal, read, write, and
three chip select strobes,a ready signal, and an input clock
running at 5 MHz.
The positioning of the LCD controller directly on the
CPU bus eliminates the need for additional buffers in the
system, but increasesthe capacitive loading on an already
heavily taxed CMOS 8086 microprocessor. The tiree chip

Fig. 2. Photograph comparing
LCD controllerboard space in The
Portable(l) to the size of the25-line
LCD controtlerhvbrid usedin the
PortablePlush.
selects regulate three different functions of the controller.
The selection of memory chip select (CSM) generates an
access to display RAM and the activation of OSPPU(PPU
chip select) generates an access to the PPU shift register.
The PPU (peripheral processor unit) is a separate processor
in The Portable and Portable PIus that controls the switches
that power the system (see article on page 4).
By decoding the three lowest address bits and sending
an I/O chip select (CSIO)to the chip, each of the read/write
registers can be accessed. These registers are the A status
register, the top-of-page register, and the cursor register.
The status register contains bits that dictate the mode in
which the controller operates. By setting the appropriate
bits in this register, the programmer can control whether
the display is blanked, alphanumeric, or graphics, and
select the type of cursor (box or underline) and the number
of lines locked at the bottom of the screen (0, 1, 2, or 3
softkey rows).
Two internal PLAs controi the contents of two ALU registers: the top character address (TCA) and bottom character
address (BCA) registers. Upon reset the ALU fetches the
top character address from the TCA register and, using a

hardware subtractor, generates subsequent addresses for
screen fetches. The BCA register is used in alphanumeric
mode to keep track of the RAM address being pointed to
in the lower two quadrants of the display. Constants used
to generate the proper RAM addresses are kept in a ROM
located within the ALU. The ALU also uses its subtractor
to check if the address being pointed to by either the TCA
or the BCA register matches the cursor address. If a match
is found, the character font is automatically modified to
display the selected cursor.
The display RAM interface is also controlled by the PLAs.
The mapping of display RAM onto the screen depends on
whether the controller is in alpha or graphics mode. In
alpha mode, characters are stored as ASCII values with
attribute bits. Selectable attributes include underline. inverse video, blinking, and a choice of three fonts which
are software defined within the display memory. Upon
fetching a character, the ASCII code and the font attributes
are converted into a font address. The lower three bits of
this font address are dictated by the current dot row. It is
this font address whose data is the actual bit pattern sent
to the screen.
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CreatingPlug-lnROMsfor the
PortablePlusComputer
by William R. Frolik

P'S PORTABLE PLUS COMPUTER was designed
with multiple plug-in ROM applications in mind.
By enhancingthe internal ROM disc concept used
in its predecessor,The Portable,it has been made possible
to custom bundle just about any application into the
machine. This provides an expandablecomputer system
that the usercan easilycustomizeby building in permanent
softwareof the user's choice or design.
Until now, there has beenno easyway for either the user
or software vendors to produce programs in ROM form.
What we neededwas a way that this could be done by the
customer,without requiring any assistancefrom HewlettPackard.
The Portable PIus ROM IMAGE Development Package
was written for just this purpose. Used together with an
additional RAM module and a peripheralEPROMprogrammer, it enablesany PortablePlus to becomea plug-in ROM
developmentsystem.With the addition of a special ROM
simulator card, the user can test the appearanceand behavior of the final product before creating a ROM.
The ROM IMAGE Packageconsistsof three parts:
r An installable electronic disc driver that assigns and
maintains the RAM spacein which the user createsan
image of the final ROM
r A ROM image maintenanceutility, with which the user
can adjust the ROM's appearanceinto its desired final
form and then saveit in an MS'"-DOS file
I A data transfer utility for copying the saved ROM image
file to an external EPROM programmer or other device
for conversion into one or more ROMs.
Electronic Disc Driver
The key component in the ROM IMAGE Packageis an
installable electronic disc driver called eotsx.SYS.This
driver is used to set up and control one or more virtual
disc drivesin the PortablePlus in which the userconstructs
an image of the final ROM product. These virtual drives
exist in addition to the two built-in electronic disc drives,
A: and B:,and any externaldrives that may be in the system.
When used in conjunction with one or more optional ROM
simulator plug-in cards,EDISK.SYS
setsaside the available
RAM on the cards (generallysome multiple of 256K bltes)
into one or more drives of usabledisc space.If usedwithout
a simulator card, EDlsK.sYSattempts to acquire enough
system RAM (in multiples of 0+K bytes, up to a maximum
of 256K bytes) to form one or two drives of usable disc
space.Once EDISK.SYS
has been installed and the virtual
disc spacehas been allocated,the user is free to use the
spacein the sameway as any physical disc-it must be formatted beforeit can be used, it has its own drive identifier
and root directory, the user can build subdirectoriesand
copy files, and so forth.
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After the user has determinedwhat the final ROM design
should contain, the first step in building a plug-in application ROM is to setup an electronicdisc drive of appropriate
with an appropriate
size and structure using EDISK.SYS
file. Rebootingthe sysDEVICE:command in a CONFIG.SYS
tem causesthe driver to be installed and the virtual disc
drive(s) to be allocated.The user then treats each drive as
though it were any normal physical disc; application programs and files are added using the usual MS-DOS commands. Once all of the desired files, programs,and subdirectorieshave been stored on the virtual disc drive, the
utility.
user runs the IMAGE.COM
A user does not have to be creating a plug-in ROM to
In a simple and effective way, EDISK.SYS
use EDISK.SYS.
provides an extra bit of fast-accessfile storageby allowing
the addition of anotherelectronicdisc drive in the machine.
are volatile-their
However, drives set up by EDISK.SYS
contents vanish if the computer is rebooted.
ROM lmage Maintenance
lMAGE.coM
is a ROM image maintenanceutility. Used in
lMAGE.coMis used to mark
conjunction with ED|SK.SYS,
appropriate information into the boot sector of the virtual
disc so that it conforms to the format of all plug-in application ROMs. Think of tuRee.cou as sort of a ROM image
formatter and debugger.
When IMAGE.COM
starts running, the first thing it does
is look for EDISK.SYS
among the currently installed device
drivers. If it is not found, an error messageis issued and
retrieves
lMAGE.coM
terminates.If it is found, IMAGE.COM
information from EDISK.SYS
about the currently installed
virtual drives and then prompts the user for a command.
From this point on, the program input is interactive. The
user has availablea variety of commandsthat can be used
to make the electronic disc drive appear in the desired
final ROM form.
In all but the most elaboratesituations,the user generally
goes through nine steps to finalize the ROM design and
prepare it for transfer to an actual ROM or EPROM:
1. The MABKcommand is issued first. This formats the
drive's boot sector so that, in the final ROM, it will be
recognizedby the BIOS ROM driver as a plug-in application ROM. A "ROM existence" byte is added, along
with a time-and-datestamp.
2. The user specifiesan 8-charactername for the plug-in
ROM using the ROMNAME
command.This namebecomes
the nameof the drive B:subdirectoryin which the ROM's
contents will appear.For example,if the ROM name is
HPTOOLS,
the entire contents of the virtual drive will,
in ROM form, be mapped into the subdirectory
B:HPTOOLS.
3. The OEMNAME
command is optionally issued. This is

Structure of a Plug-In ROM
The PortablePlus supportstwo variationsof plug-inROM:the
hali bank and the lull bank.Whileeach has its own advantages
and disadvantages,bothformssharethe commondisc-likestructure shownin Fig. 1. Each plug-inROM is structuredto looklike
a coinpletedisc. The system'smemorymanagementcode comof the individual
binesthefileallocation
tablesand rootdirectories
ROMs "on the fly" into a single file allocationtable and root
directoryfor driveB: (see articleon page 21).
The boot sector is not really a boot sector since the system
does not attemptto boot from it. However,it does containBIOS
parameterblock information
likea normaldisc's boot sector.In
addition,it containsa ROM name,an optionalOEM name, a
time-and-datestamp, and a ROM type identifierand checksum
information.
The ROMchipsthatcomposea full-bankROMcomein pairsone set of chips (or more, if EPRoMsare used) covers the odd
addresses,and an equal number of chips covers the even addriver partitionsa single contiguous
dresses.The EDTSK.SYS
block of memory into a full-bankstructure,Even and odd RAM
addresses correspond to even and odd bytes within sectors.
The entiredrivemaps one{or-onewith the allocatedRAM.When
IMAGE.COM
savesthe drive image,it makestwo passesthrough
the data. The first pass copies all of the even-addressedbytes
into a file ending with .EVN,and the second pass copies the
skipped ocid-addressedbytes into a file ending with .oDD.When
the pair of ROMsare installedin the system,the BIOSverifies
thattheyare a correctlyinstalledfull-bankpair by examiningthe
first word of the boot sector.The byte at boot sector address 0
(the first byte of the .EVNhalf) must contain 8216and the byte
at boot sector address 1 (the first byte of the .oDD half) must
contain8116.lf theseROM "existence"bytesare incorrect,the
BIOSrejectsthe ROMsand ignoresthem.
A half-bankROM can be a singlechip-the entiredrive structure is linearlystoredwithinone or more chips with no differentiationbetweenevenand odd-addressedbytes,Address0 wlthin
the ROMchip containsbootsectoraddress0, address1 contains
'1
boot sector address , and so on, When plugged into a ROM
slot,the contentsof the haltbank ROMwill appear at everyother
address,be it evenor odd, sincethe hardwaremapseachwhole
ROM into only even or odd addresses.The BIOS detectsthe
presenceof a haltbank ROM by readingthe first byte of its boot
sector.A 83,u byte identifies
the ROMas a halfbank.In accessing the data in a half-bankROM,the ROM disc driverperforms
the addressmappingnecessaryto read onlythe evenor odd-addressedbytescontainingthe ROM'sdata. Notethat this scheme
permitstwo half-bankROMsto reside adjacentto each other in
odd and even ROM slots.lf lookedat on an absolute,sequential
Functionally,
address basis,their contentswill be interleaved.
however,the half-bankROM is 99% the equivalentof a full-bank
ROM.Theonlyconstraintsarethat,becauseof itsevery-other-adin the systemplug-inmemoryspace,the halfdressorganization
bank ROM cannot containcode executabledirectlylrom the
ROM,and its maximumsize is halfthat of a lull-bankROM.

another B-character name that is simply written into the
boot sector. It is not required by the operating system.
4. The DIR command is optionally issued. This is similar
to the MS-DOS DIR command, except that it shows only
the contents of the drive's root directory. An important
feature is that, unlike the MS-DOS version, the DIRcommand also shows deleted files, the initial sector fand
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Fig. 1. DiscJike structure of Portable Plusplug-in ROMs

paragraph)addressof eachfile, and whether or not each
file occupiescontiguoussectors.(A ROM-executablefile
is createdby storing a programfile in the root directory
of the virtual drive, ensuringthat it occupiescontiguous
sectors,and noting its initial paragraphaddress.A small
separatefront-end program is then added to enablethe
ROM and jump to that initial paragraph.)
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5. The FENCEcommand is issued.One of the requisitesof
a plug-in ROM is that all subdirectoryfiles resideahead
of program and data files; the last subdirectory (or root
directory) sector is the "fence" between the directory
structureand all other data.The FENCE
command scans
the directory structure of the drive in an attempt to
locatethe fence.If found, its position is written into the
boot sector. If any nondirectory files appear ahead of
subdirectory files, the corrupt structure is reported to
the user.
6. The CHECKSUM
command is issued.This checksumsthe
entire contents of the drive, writing the result into the
boot sector.It is important that this be done last, since
most of the precedingcommandsalter datain the drive's
boot sector,which in turn affectsthe checksum.
7. The STATUScommand is optionally issued. This displays a synopsisof the drive's boot sector.
B. If all is well, the SAVEcommand is issued. This command stores the entire image of the virtual drive into
one or two MS-DOSfiles on someother (probablyexternal) drive. If a half ROM bank is being constructed,one
file with the extension .HAFis written. If a full ROM
bank is being constructed,two files, with the extensions
.EVNand .ODD,are written.
9. The QUITcommand is issued,causingIMAGE.COM
to terminate.
IMAGE.COMprovides several additional commands
which, while generally not required, can be used to
examine or alter the structure of the ROM. An ENTERcommand, for example,permits individual bytes to be entered
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into any addressin the disc structure.The HIDEcommand
can be used to hide a root directory file so that it will not
show up in a normal MS-DOS directory listing. INITCODE
can be usedto copy a small executablefile into the normally
unused leftover space in the boot sector. Each time the
system is reset,this code can be downloaded into system
RAM and executed.Typing HELP,or just ?, causesROM
IMAGE to display a list of all supported commands.
At this point, the final ROM image is totally contained
in one or two normal MS-DOSfiles, ready to be transferred
to ROM or EPROM.Included in the packageis a data transfer program, BURN.COM,
which can be used to copy each
image file to an EPROM programmer (or any other device)
via one of the supported transfer formats (Intel MDS
hexadecimal,Motorola Exorcisor hexadecimal,RCA COSMAC hexadecimal.unformattedASCII hexadecimal,or raw
binary).
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New HP-UXFeaturesfor HP 9000Series
300 Workstations
sysfemhavebeen
of theHP-UXoperating
The capabilities
extendedin the Series300implementationto handlerealwithX.25networks,and
communication
time applications,
operationin native languages.
RobertM.Lenk,RobertJ.Schneider,
RobertD.Gardner,
DavidL.Frydendall,
byAndrewG.Anderson,
Bonnie Dykes Stahlin, and Ronald G. Tolley
INCE ITS INTRODUCTIONon HP 9000 Series500
the HP-UX operatingsystem
Computersin 1983,1'2'3
has been implemented on HP 9000 Series200 Computers and the Integral Personal Computer.aIn that time it
has grown from a superset of AT&T Bell Laboratories'
UNIX* SystemIII'" to a supersetof AT&T's UNIX System
V'", releasez. In addition, the HP-UX operating system
has been extendedin severaldirections that are important
to Hewlett-Packard'straditional technical computer customers. All such extensionshave been defined very ctlrefully to fit in with the industry standard UNIX SystemV
definition while providing added neededfunctionality.
The HP-UX 5.0 releaseis the first version for the Series
300, and the 5.1 releaseis a common version for both the
Series200 and Series300.Thesereleasesprovide many of
the featurespreviously available only on the Series 500,
such as virtual memory and local areanetworking's In addition, they introduce a number of important new features
not found on the earlier HP-UX system. These features
include support for device I/O, extensions for real-time
programming, support for communications over an X.25
network, support for users' native languages,and a window-orientedhuman interfacefor the new bit-mapped displays developedfor the Series300. Most of thesenew features are also provided for the Series500 in its HP-UX 5.0
release,and on the new HP 9000 Series 800. Many are
availableon the Integral PC as well.

Device l/O
Standardimplementationsof the UNIX operatingsystem,
while addressingthe needsof software developers,do not
provide the device I/O capabilitiesrequired for instrument
controller systems.However,to be useful in solving scientific and technical problems, such instrument controller
capabilitiesmust be present.
To ensure a successfuldesign and implementation that
would solve instrument controller problems, we had to:
r Provide the functionality for full control of the HP-IB
'(IEEE488/IEC625) and the 16-bit parallel GPIO(generalpurpose input/output) interface cards.
r Define an HP-UX standardfor the device I/O functionality to ensure portability of solutions acrossthe entire
HP-UX-basedproduct family.
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I Maintain a unified I/O approach by using the existing
I/O functionality provided in the HP-UX system.
Achieving the secondobjectiverequired that differences
in hardware and operating systemsbe hidden. This was
accomplished by implementing the user interface at the
library level. The device I/O library combines with the
HP-UX systemto provide a total I/O solution (Fig. 1). The
library provides functions for controlling deviceswhile the
system provides functions for reading and writing data.
The device I/O library definesthree classesof functions.
The first classincludes genericfunctions that apply to both
interface cards. The second class of functions applies to
the HP-IB interfacecard only. The third classof functions
appliesto the GPIOinterfacecard only. The GPIOfunctions
allow for settingcontrol lines and readingstatuslines. The
HP-IB functions allow for obtainingbus statusinformation,
conducting serial or parallel polls, addressingthe bus, and
performing severalcontroller-relatedactions.The generic
functions include such capabilitiesassettingtime-outsand
data path widths. In addition, the HP 9000 Series300 HPUX implementationprovidesan additional function within
its I/O library for enabling a high-speedHP-IB instrument
data transfer mode.
The ability to transfer small data packetsat high speed
is critical in many instrument controller applications. To
provide this capability, a new function called ioburstwas
added to the I/O library. This function allows the calling
processto enable or disable burst mode. Normally, a data
transfer request results in a system call to the kernel to
perform the actual I/O. When burst mode is enabled, the
memory mapped I/O addressspaceof the interfacecard is
mapped directly into the user'saddressspace,This allows
the user to talk directly to the interface card without the
overhead of a kernel call. Burst mode significantly improves the performancefor reading and writing and sending HPJB bus configuration commands. All other operations are unaffected and take their normal path through
the HP-UX kernel.
After the interfacecard is mapped into the user'saddress
space,subsequentdata transferrequestsare interceptedby
the I/O Iibrary and directed to special data transfer routines
in the library. Theseroutines directly accessthe interface
card through the user'saddressspace.The typical path has
been tuned to less than 50 processorstatesand results in

those outside entities.This definition is extremelygeneral,
since it can be applied to virtually any computer application. The key is that real-time does not define a black-orwhite distinction that can be applied to applications or to
operatingsystems;it definesa continuum of requirements.
Near one end of the continuum are applications that need
to respond to discreteinputs such as keystrokes.The generally acceptedresponsetime for such applicationsis about
one tenth of a second.StandardUNIX systemsaregenerally
designedto perform well in this area,but not much beyond
it. Those applications at the other end of the continuum
will most likely need custom operating systemsto get the
most out of any given hardwareand meet their goals.However,there are many applicationsthat fit somewherein the
middle, including thosethat run on HP's BASIC and Pascal
Workstationsand HP 1000 Computers.The purposeof the
real-time extensionsis to allow the HP-UX systemto cover
a larger segmentof this continuum. This gives application
writers
and users the advantagesof an industry standard
Fig. 1. Sophlsticated
posslb/e
instrumentation
so/utlonsare
wth a Series300 Computerinterfacedto the instruments operatingsystem,and still allows them to solve their problems.
usingthe HP-UX5.0 devicellO library.
One of the key limitations in the standardUNIX feature
set is in the resolution of primitives that deal with time.
reducing the operating system overhead for a given data
The standard primitives for scheduling events at a given
transferby approximately two orders of magnitude for the
time have a resolution of one second,which is insufficient
Model 320 Computer.
even when dealingwith humans.A featureknown as interBurst mode provides the fastestpath for the transfer of
val timers was taken from the 4.2BSD system to address
small datapacketstypical of instrumentationsystems.Very
this problem. Each process can schedule either a single
large data packetscan be transferredfaster by the HP-UX
interrupt or regularly repeating interrupts with whatever
kernel using DMA. In systemswhere DMA is not available,
precision the underlying hardware and operating system
burst mode always provides the fastestpath. The breaksupport. The interval is expressedin units of secondsand
even point is approximately 4K-byte packets on a Model
microseconds
to keep the interface portable despite the
320 system. Larger packets can be transferred faster by
system-dependentresolution. The supported timer resoluDMA and smaller packetsare transferredfasterusing burst
tion on the Series300 is 20 milliseconds.
mode. For example, reading an B-bytepacket from a voltAnother limitation is the minimal set of interprocess
meter using a Model 320 will take approximately 1.1.41ts
communication mechanismsavailable.There are only two
in burst mode and approximately 7a22 ps using DMA.
The Nelson benchmarkois commonly used to measure mechanismscommon to all UNIX systems,pipes and signals. Thesefacilities have various weaknessesin functionthe performanceof instrument controller systems.Running
ality, performance,and reliability. The Iatestreleaseof the
this benchmark on a Model 320 produced a result of 385
HP-UX systemincludes three new interprocesscommunireadings per second, which approachesthe theoretical
cation facilities from UNIX SystemV, plus a reliable signal
limits of the HP 3495A Scannerused. This is almost two
interface basedon one introduced in the 4.2BSDsystem.
times faster than the BASIC operating system running on
The three facilities from UNIX SystemV aresemaphores,
a Model 320 Computer,which attained a rate of 230 readmessages,
and sharedmemory. The semaphoremechanism
ings per second.
is very elaborate,allowing solutions to both simple and
complex synchronization problems. The messagepassing
Real-Time Extensions
mechanism
allows transferof datawithout any disc access,
Having been developed for timesharing applications,
and provides featuressuch as taggingand prioritization of
most UNIX systemsdo not provide the featuresor performessages
that are unavailablewith pipes.The sharedmemmance necessaryfor real-time applications. Some of the
ory facility is probably the most important for real-time
featuresincluded in the HP-UX systemas part of its UNIX
needs, allowing by far the highest communication bandSystem V implementation are designed to meet some of
width, since data does not need to be copied to be comthe needsfor real-timeapplications.In other cases,features
municated. In the Series 300 Computers,shared memory
have been taken from one of the other popular UNIX veris pagedby default, but can be locked in main memory to
sions in the marketplace,4.ZBSD,which was developedat
provide optimal performance.All three of these mechathe University of California at Berkeley. When no appronisms share an interface that allows communication and
priate feature existed in the marketplace,a new one was
synchronization among arbitrary unrelated processes,yet
defined to fill the void. A more detailed description of
provides protection from unauthorized access.
these extensionsappearsin reference7.
The definition used here of a real-timeapplication is one
Signals are essentiallya software interrupt mechanism,
that must reliably interact with or respond to entities outbut the standardUNIX definition includes severalraceconditions which make the mechanism unreliable for interside the computer on a time schedule that is driven by
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processcommunication. The 4.2BSDsystemintroduced a
new signal mechanismto solve thesereliability problems.
Modeled after hardware interrupts, its main contribution
is the ability to mask out signals to eliminate race conditions. The major shortcomingof this new definition is that
it does not allow full emulation of the standard signals
used in virtually every other UNIX system,including early
HP-UX systems.This is becauseof an orthogonal change
that transparentlyrestartssystemcallsthat have beeninterrupted by signals.A few minor modificationsto this portion
of the 4.2BSDdefinition yielded one for the HP-UX system
that can completelyemulateboth the standardUNIX mechanism and the new 4.2BSDmechanism.The HP-UX definition allows the user to choosewhether an interrupted call
is restartedas in 4.2BSDor abortedas in the standardUNIX
mechanism.
Another limitation in standardUNIX systemsis the degreeof control availableover processpriorities. The UNIX
process priority structure was designed for multiuser
timesharing systems,with major goals of fairness to all
users and acceptableresponseto users at terminals. To
achievethesegoals,the systemdynamically adjustsprocess
priorities, favoring interactive processeswith light CPU
use at the expenseof those using the CPU heavily. Users
are given some control of priorities with the nicesystem
call, but the values specified by it are actually only one
factor in a formula. As a result, it is difficult or impossible
to guaranteethat one process has an effective priority
greater than another. In addition, processesexecuting
within the kernel often have their priorities increasedto
favor them over any process executing user code. The
priorities used in these situations are based only on the
kernel code being executed,not the original.priority of the
process.Thus low-priority processesinside the kernel are
favored over high-priority ones outside the kernel or in
different portions of the kernel.
Since these problemshave not been addressedin any of
the commonly available UNIX systems,a new solution is
introduced with the real-timeextensionsof the HP-UX system. This solution extendsthe priority model with a new
range of priorities, named real-time priorities, and a new
system call rtprio,which allows processesto set their
priorities in this range.Priorities in the real-time rangeare
not dynamically adjusted by the operating system, but
maintain absolute values as set by the user. Any process
with a priority in this rangeis favoredover any userprocess
with a priority in the normal range,regardlessof whether
either processis executing kernel or user code. Furthermore, the rtpriocall allows processesto read and modify
not only their own priorities, but also those of other processesowned by the same user. Processeswith priorities
in the normal rangecontinue to behavewith the standard
UNIX semantics.
One malor factor in the real-time responseof someapplications is the speedat which they can log data to disc files
or read the data loggedby other processes.The mechanism
usedby the standardUNIX file systemto allocatefile space
does not lend itself to optimal performancein this area.
File spaceis allocatedonly at the time a write is performed,
adding new blocks to the file as neededfrom a list of free
biocks.In the caseof a singleapplication writing to a freshly
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formatted file system, this may produce an optimal file
layout. However, as files are created and destroyed,the
free block list tends to becomerandom, as doesthe layout
of any given file.
The 4.2BSDfile system implementation is better suited
for optimal file layout than the standardUNIX implementation. It partitions disc space into cylinder groups with
small seek times within any one group, and attempts to
allocatespacefor a given file from a single cylinder goup.
Unrelated files are placed in different cylinder groups to
minimize contention for the samespace.A bit map of free
blocks in each cylinder group is maintained and used in
place of the linear free block list. The Series300 HP-UX
system uses essentiallythe 4.2BSDimplementation, with
minor modifications to eliminate incompatibilities with
other UNIX and HP-UX systemsthat are visible to the user.
Even though this implementation almost always results in
more optimal file layouts than the free block list algorithm,
the layouts can be unnecessarily fragmented when file
spaceis only allocatedasdatais written. Thus a new system
is included in the real-time HP-UX extensions.
call prealloc
As the name suggests,this call is used to preallocatespace
for a file before the actual data is written.
The Series300 virtual memory systemsupportsuser processeswhoseindividual or combinedsizesexceedphysical
memory. The time required to bring a page or an entire
processfrom disc into memory can rangefrom severalmilliseconds to severalseconds,and thus can violate almost
any real-time requirement.The effect is often a wide variation in the performanceof a given task, where the normal
time is acceptable,but an occasionalswap causesproblems.
The HP-UX systemhas adopted a solution to this problem
from UNIX SystemV. The plocksystemcall allows the caller
to lock the caller's executablecode and/or data in memory
to avoid unexpectedswapping and paging.In addition, as
alluded to above,sharedmemory segmentscan be locked
in memory with the shmctlcall.
Some of these real-time features, notably real-time
priorities and locking of memory, allow users to degrade
the performanceseenby others on a multiuser systemsignificantly. The standard approach to capabilities of this
nature in UNIX systemsis to restrict the capabilitiesto the
superuseror system administrator,who by definition has
the ability to impact all other users. Unfortunately, the
superuserhas many very dangerouspowers, such as the
ability to write or remove any file in the system,and care
must be taken by anyone running as the superuser to avoid
their accidental misuse. Therefore, it is not practical to
require users using these real-time features to run as a
superuser.
The HP-UX system includes a new concept called
privileged groups as a solution to this problem. Several
potentially dangerouscapabilitiesor privilegesareordinarily reservedfor the superuser.However, the superusercan
assignany of theseprivilegesto a group of users,designating that group as a privileged group. All processesin a
privileged group are empowered with the restricted functionality. The Series 300 HP-UX implementation permits
assignmentof the real-time priority and memory locking
privileges, as well as a third privilege not related to the
real-time extensions.

One experiment has been designed and run to give an
indication of the effect of the new features on interrupt
responsetime. The measurementsinvolved the response
to an SBQinterrupt on an HP-IB network. The experimental
steps performed were:
r A program on the host is written with the device I/O
library to wait for SRQand then drop the RENline on
the bus.
I A separatemachine assertsSRQ.
r An HP 1630G Logic Analyzer clocks the interval from
SRQbeing raised to RENbeing dropped.
Three conditions are varied on the host:
1. Whether or not the system has a backgroundload running. The background load used consists of a C compile
and a copy of the B1D Whetstonebenchmark. When the
load is not present,the system is dedicatedto the device
I/O library program.
2. Whether or not the deviceI/O library programruns with
a real-timepriority (obtainedwith the rtpriocall). Otherwise
it usesthe default nicevalue,asdoesthe backgroundload.
3. Whether or not the device I/O library program locks
itself in memory with the plockcall.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. The same experiment
was run on an HP 9000Model 550 system,and thoseresults
are included too. These results apply only to this experiment, and should not be extrapolatedto other applications.
In particular,the maximum times quoted are only the maxima observed in these samples, and should not by any
means be interpreted as guaranteed worst-case times for
this or any other application. No values are given for the
Series300 machineson a dedicatedsystemusing rtprioand/
or plock.These featuresdid not show a significant impact
on a dedicated system,so full sets of measurementswere
not done.
Thesereal-timeextensionshave beenused in developing
the interactive StarbaseGraphics Library and the HP Windows/9000system.The results of theseeffortssubjectively
show a markedimprovementover previousHP-UX systems
in smoothly tracking input devicesunder human control.
Theseparticular applicationswill prove very important in
the ability of the HP-UX systemto support computer-aided
engineering.
X.25 Extensions
HP-UX systemshave always included the standarduucp
(UNIX-Io-UNIX copy) facility for asynchronouscommunication over RS-232-CN.24and modem lines as described
in referenceB. This facility has been extended to support
connection of HP-UX svstemsto an X.25 network. The use

of the X.25 Public Data Network (PDN) has become widespread in Europe and is now becoming quite popular in
the U.S.A. as well. Although it is quite difficult (from a
hardware perspective) and expensive to attach a computer
to an X.25 network directly, there is a much simpler and
cheaper solution that is effective for many applications.
The Packet-Assembler-Disassembler (PAD) is a microcomputer that has been programmed to make it easy to connect
an arbitrary computer or terminal to an X.25 network. The
PAD provides a standard serial RS-232 -CN.24 interface to
a terminal or computer, does the work of electrical connection to the network, and also handles the necessary protocols to move data through the network.
The HP 2334A PAD is used in the HP-UX implementation, and is treated very much like a modem would be.
The usual dialitmechanism is used as an interface between
user processes and the HP 2334A. dialittakes an X.25 address
(analogous to a phone number for a modem), initiates the
communication with the HP 2334A. and returns with an
open communication line for the calling process to use.
Several modifications were needed to accommodate
some of the eccentricities of the PAD and the X.25 network.
For security reasons, the PAD provides the address of the
caller when a switched virtual circuit (SVC) is established.
This address must be logged on the receiving system. The
HP-UX utility getty,which usually receives incoming calls,
does not have the capability to log the caller's address, nor
does it have the ability to perform some simple configuration on the associated device. For these reasons, getty is
replaced by getx25,which is almost the same, except for
the additional features required by the X.25 network. To
make it easy for a user to use a different PAD from the HP
2334A, we provide facilities to make this. step straightforward. The central tool is a PAD configuration language
which has such simple statements as send xxx and expect
yyy.This saves the user the trouble of writing and debugging
a C module that would ordinarily be linked into dialit.
The HP-UX X.25 connection has been running at many
HP sites since mid-1984, and at several sites outside HP
since mid-1985 when this software received official sanction and support under HP-UX 5.0. The most common use
is for exchange of electronic mail among distant machines.
In terms of traffic amounts, notes (an electronic bulletin
board system) accounts for a large percentage of the flow.
Less often, the X.25 connection is used for simple movement of files from one system to another. This is particularly convenient for sending data overseas, since the physical mailing of a tape could easily take several days, and
most likely more. Occasionally, the X.25 link is used for a
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Fig. 2. SROresponse timesin mil/lseconds.
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remote terminal session.This setup works for many situations, but is not supported since raw mode applications
will not function properly unless one is willing to accept
the inefficiency of single-characterX.25 packets.
The main accomplishmentof the HP-UX X.25 connection
has been to increasethe communications capabilities of
the HP-UX systemto global proportions,and to reducethe
cost of large-scaledatatraffic applicationsfor systemsseparated by great distances.
Native Language Support
Native languagesupport (NLS) provides users in the international market accessto HP-UX capabilitiesthat until
now havebeen limited to those that speakand understand
American English.Internationalizationand localizationare
two other words that are often used to describethe same
or similar concepts.
Several objectivesguided the development of the NLS
product on the HP-UX system:
r To deliver a single product that servesthe needs of all
international users.
r To save disc space, especially on smaller systems,by
separatingthe resourcesrequired for a specific language
product from the executablecode. The componentsof
theseproducts are tablesof data used by the softwarein
the base product.
r To allow multiple usersto use the samesystem,eachin
his or her own native language.
r To permit the userto specify the desirednative language
at run time.
r To provide a set of tools so that software can make use
of NLS with a minimum of added development effort.
Three main barriers prevent an international user from
using the HP-UX systemin the user'sown language:characBale and Kelter set support, local customs,and messages.
logg in their articleereview in some detail how theselimitations are being removed.
Character Set Support. The UNIX system was originally
used on machines that use the ASCII character set. The
ASCII characterset consists of 33 control characters(including DEL),the spacecharacter,and 94 printable characters. This is sufficient to write in American English,but is
not even sufficient for British English since the British
pound sterling characterI is missing.
To provide the additional charactersneeded to support
WesternEuropeanand other languages,eightbits (onebyte)
are used for each character.This provides a characterset
with 67 control codes,the spacecharacter,and 188 printable characters.The characterset used by HP for Western
Europe is called the Roman8 character set.3 Other 8-bit
charactersets are a'lsoavailable.
The assumption that charactersare always represented
by the ASCII characterset has led to programsthat cannot
support B-bit characterdefinitions. For example,the vi fullscreeneditor uses the eighth bit of each byte for internal
processing.To allow eight bits of characterdata, the code
must be rewritten to store internal processingdata elsewhere. Many other commands sharethis problem.
A number of languageshave very Iarge charactersets
that require more than the 1BB printable charactersprovided by the 8-bit charactercodes.For example,there are
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perhaps 50,000 Japanese Kanji ideograms. While 3000 to
7000 ideograms are required for daily use, this is well
beyond the scope of an B-bit character set. Sixteen-bit
character codes are available for these languages.
In the standard HP-UX library routines, most of the resources are hard-coded. For example, the ctype (character
type) routines which return whether a character is uppercase, Iowercase, numeric, et cetera access a table of. tzg
bytes for the ASCII character set. As discussed earlier, this
is not sufficient for European and phonetic |apanese
character sets. A new family of nl-ctype (native language
character type) routines has been added to the system.
These routines access a file that contains the table for the
RomanS character set. An integer value from the table above
is passed to an nl-ctyperoutine to indicate which language
to use.
Local Customs. Some aspects of NLS relate more to local
customs of a particular geographic location than to the
characters used to write the language. Even the seemingly
universal Arabic numbers are not identically formatted.
The character used to denote the radix of a decimal number
is a period in America, but a comma in continental Europe.
The indicators used to separate thousands from millions
are the reverse-a comma in America, a period in Europe.
Thus, 1,432,678.09in America is 1.432.679,09in Europe.
The symbol for currency is necessarily different for each
country. Symbols for the Japanese yen, the Dutch guilder,
and the Italian lira are all required. The symbol may either
precede or follow the numeric value. Some currencies
allow decimal fractions while others use alternate methods
of representing smaller monetary values.
Month and weekday names vary with language (if they
are not omitted entirely). Abbreviations may be other than
three characters, or may not be allowed at all. Even when
a strictly numeric representation is used, the order of year,
month, and day and the delimiters that separate them is
not universal. For example, the date of October 12, 1986
or 10-12-86
is representedby 86-10-12 inlapan, by 70172186
or 12.10.86 in Europe.
in the U.S.A., and by 1,2110186
The HP-UX system clock runs on Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT), Corrections to local time zones consist of adding
or subtracting whole or fractional hours from GMT. For
example, the Cook Islands are 10 hours, 38 minutes behind
GMT and Singapore is 7 hours, 30 minutes ahead of GMT'
Daylight saving time (DST) in the United State and similar
summer time zone adjustments in other countries compound the challenge of knowing the correct time. Each
nation selects days to begin and end summer time zone
adjustments or whether to institute them at all during a
particular year.
Messages. The need for messages to be readable by users
is perhaps the most significant justification for implementing native language support. As pointed out by Bale and
Kellogg,e not only do the words change from one language
to another, but the ordering of the words within phrases
may be different.
The user language is selected at run time by setting the
value of the LANG environment variable. This string value
may take on any value shown in the second column of the
following table:

0
1
2
3
5
6
B
I
10
'1.1
1,2
13
41.

n-computer
american
c-french
danish
dutch
english
finnish
french
german
italian
norwegian
portuguese
spanish
swedish
katakana

native computer
AmericanEnglish
CanadianFrench
Danish
Dutch
BritishEnglish
Finnish
EuropeanFrench
German
Italian
Norwegian
Portuguese
EuropeanSpanish
Swedish
phoneticfapanese

While it is clearer to specify the language in a string, it
is often easier to store and manipulate a numeric value
within a program. A family of routines has been added to
the HP-UX system to accessthe current languageand transform the string value to a numeric value and back.
For eachof the languageslisted,thereis a directory which
contains all of the information unique to that language.For
are located tables
example, in the directory /usr/lib/nls/french
for NLS library routines and messagecatalogsfor commands that provide native language support. For the Gerwhich
man user, there is another directory /usr/lib/nls/german
has the same structure as the French directory. Only the
string germanin the path name and the contents of the
various files differentiate the German directory from the
French directory. Thus the software in the base HP-UX
product can uniformly accessinformation for either French
or German users.
The string value is also used within a program to access
the correct messagecatalog.For example,the pr command
which formats lines of text for printing will look at the
value of the LANGenvironment variable. Based on that
value, it will open the messagecatalogin the proper directory so messageswill be in the user's native language,As
describedearlier, the messagecatalogfor Germanwill appear as /usr/lib/nls/german/pr.cat
and that for French will have
a path name of /usr/lib/nls/french/pr.cat.
The HP-UX base product includes a number of commands ported from UNIX System V, 4.2BSD, and other
sources,including HP. NLS has been incorporated into a
number of these commands. For example, as mentioned
earlier, the HP-UX version of the pr command is able to
handle Italian and other languageswhile the original version was limited to only ASCII charactersand American
English messages.
In many cases,a significant amount of development is
required to extend the capabilities of a complex program.
For example, the Bourne shell (the standard UNIX command interpreter) makes use of the eighth bit of each
characterthat it processes.Therefore,the changesto allow
8-bit charactersto be used in Bourne shell directives required a major overhaul of the program.
A number of new commands have been added to those
from AT&T or the University of California at Berkeley to
maintain and use the NLS facilities of the HP-UX operating

system. One set of tools allows you to extract messages
from existing C programs (findstr),replace selected messages
with calls to the message catalog facility (insertmsg),and
build from the extracted strings a message catalog (gencat).
As the program continues to evolve, other messages may
be added. However, the source for the message catalog can
be extracted from the C program source code (findmsg)for
retranslation of messages.

HPWindows/9000
HPWindows/9000is the human interfacefor the HP-UX
systemrunning on the Series300 family of computers.Its
purpose is to provide the user with a convenientyet intuitive interface to the multiprocessing capabilities of HP-UX
systemsby allowing the creation, manipulation, and control of severalgraphics and terminal windows on a single
bit-mapped display screen.Many of the conceptsand models are the sameas thosefound in other window systems.lo
However, there are some contributions special to HPWindows/9000.
These contributions include an architecture that runs
entirely as a set of user processeswithout requiring modification of the kernel.The windows themselvesallow complete occlusionwhere windows can overlapeachother and
programscan output to obscuredwindows. Likewise, operationssuch as movement and size alterationcan be done
to obscuredwindows. Applications can alternatelychoose
to redraw previously obscuredregionsor have the window
system do it automatically. The other major contribution
is providing a wide rangeof accesses
to the window system,
including deviceemulatorsthat allow existingapplications
to run without modification. commands for usual HP-UX
control of the window system and libraries for output of
characters,window control and manipulation, and control of variousforms of input from the keyboardor locator.
The underlying architecture is a multiprocess model
which is interconnectedby two types of communication
channels. The primary process,called the window manager,provides two services:support of the interactiveuser
interface and managementof resources.These resources
include the keyboardand locator (mouseor tablet)devices,
the screen area,and the necessarycommunication paths.
The purpose of the secondaryprocesses,called window
types, is to emulate an alpha terminal or graphics display
device. These window types serve as extensionsto the
window managerfor doing such tasksas drawing the window border and assistingwith interactive featuresunique
to the window type. This collection of processesis interconnected by two types of communication channels:
shared memory and pseudoterminaldevices (pty).
Several HP-UX kernel features are used by HPWindows/
9000.The primary communicationchannelis a ptyin which
all messagesand asynchronousevents are passed,either
as read/write data, or as ioctlcalls to the window manager.
A normal terminal tty is a multipurpose device file with
the kernel on one side controlling the physical device,and
the user processon the other side communicating via the
open,close,read,write,and ioctlsystem calls. ptydevice files
are special in that they provide the featuresand interface
of a tty device file, but user processescan communicateon
both sides of the device file. The other communication
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channel is shared memory where data is shared between
the window manager and servers. Typically this data consists of window images and shared font images that must
be consistent between all associated processes. Semaphores are used to ensure the integrity of the shared memory data by preventing other processes from reading a section of shared memory while another process is writing to
it. Another necessary kernel feature is the selectsystem call,
which allows a process such as the window manager to
multiplex I/O from several input devices and many pty files
simultaneously, allowing it to respond to whichever channel has data. Since windowing is a real-time application
(i.e., used for responsive tracking of the locator, routing of
keyboard input, repainting windows after moves or sizes,
etc.), real-time process priorities are necessary. The order
of priority from highest to lowest is window manager, window types, and user applications.
Since the purpose of windowing is to provide a visual
interface, it is only natural that HPWindows/9000 be built
in conjunction with the Starbase Graphics Library. The
Starbase Library uses a layered architecture with a highlevel user interface based on ANSI's Computer Graphics
Interface standard and a low-level device handler interface.
It is at the device handler interface that windowing is done.
Windows required two important extensions to the device
handlers. One is the concept of layers, which are required
to manage the window images. Layers not only can be
obscured (covered by other layers), but also can be written
to independent of occlusion conditions. Portions of
obscured layers that are not visible either support output

Fig.3. Typical display showing alpha and graphics windows
on a Serles 300 Computer running HPWindowsl9))0.
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by writing to optional memory images or ignore output if
repainting of these areas can be done by the window type
or application. Whether or not repainting is handled by
the user or system, there is no special knowledge required
of obscured areas because they are handled by the device
handler. The second extension to the device handlers is
the addition of raster fonts. This capability allows different
fonts such as Courier to be copied in various point sizes
on the screen. Since windows are built using the Starbase
Library, users can write programs that use either raw Starbase screen devices or the graphics window type by selecting the appropriate driver. HPWindows/90OO works on
monochrome or color, low- or high-resolution bit-mapped
displays.
The most natural way to use HPWindows/900O is through
its interactive user interface. The cognitive model it is based
on is that of point-do (e.g., select window 1 or move window 3). These actions are done by picking sensitive symbols residing in the window border, each representing actions that can be performed on the window. Such actions
include move, size, pause, scroll, or change the window's
appearance. The action of associating the keyboard to a
window has no touch-sensitive symbol; this is done by
selecting the interior area of the window. Changes to the
echo representing the locator's position on the screen informs the user that a touch-sensitive area can be picked.
A window can be represented in two forms-normal, which
is the usual full window display, or iconic, which are smail
graphic representations of the window or the application
running in the window.
There are two types of menus-system and user defined.
The system menu not only contains items for interactive
operations such as move, but also provides the items to
change the window's obscurity, create a new window, destroy a window, or exit the window system. The window
system's interactive user interface can be customized to
various application requirements (i.e., altering or limiting
its capabilities).
Window types are an integral part of HPWindows/90O0
because they emulate devices normally accessed by user
applications. Window types allow applications that usually deal directly with the device to run in the window
system without modification. The first of two window
types which are part of HPWindows/g0O0 is an alpha terminal, which emulates the features of an HP 2622 Terminal,
except for its block and format modes, and adds the color
capabilities found in an HP 2627 Terminal. The second
window type is a graphics window, which provides access
via the Starbase Library as if the window were a Starbase
display device.
Commands are provided for easy access to the window
system from the shell programming environment. Such access includes the creation, deletion, listing, appearance,
and manipulation of windows, changing of fonts, and control of the window system.
The library interface provides full programmability of
the windowing system. Users not only have access similar
to that of the above commands, but they also can control
icons, signal detection, and handling of window events,
menus, locator input, and echo control.
Fast alpha and font manager library routines are provided

to allow the user to place raster text at arbitrary locations
on the display screenor in a window. This capability allows
the combining of text and graphicson a single device.Both
libraries accessthe low-level drivers directly for maximum
speedand cooperatefully with the window environment.
The fast alpha text locations are specified by character
column and line. An environment is createdso that calls
to the various routines cooperate with one another and
color and characterenhancementinformation are handled
automatically for the user. Intensivetext manipulation applications like terminal environments are easily created
using the fast alpha scrolling, writing, and cursor manipulation routines. The font managerplacestext accordingto
a given pixel location. Fonts can be mixed freely with different styles and sizes.
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CORRECTION
The following paragraph was missing in last month's issue lrom the end of James
Chen'sarticleon page 34.

Continuing Development
The scienceof ultrasound power and intensity measurement is rapidly evolving and the associatedregulatory standardsare continually being updated to reflect
the latest stateof the art. As a result, many changesand
improvements have been incorporated into HP's ultrasound power and intensity measurementprogramsince
this article was-first written and we are continuing to
up$ade our measurementprocessto comply with current regulatorystandardsusing the latesttechniquesand
equipment.
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A ProtocolAnalyzerfor Local Area
Networks
Thisnew analyzerallows10 Mbitlsnetworkmonitoring,
hardware
independentof
analysis
andpertormance
testing,
network
permifs
view
a
userfo
lt
composition.
and software
traffic,and
or network-wide
traffic,simulatenode-to-node
derivenetworksfafisfics.
by GordonA. Jensen,StephenP. Reames,Jerry D. Morris,Jeffrey H. Smith,JeffreyTomberlin,and
JamesM. Umphrey
OST USERSof local areanetworks (LANs) expect
their computersand peripheralsto exchangedata
freely through standardEthernet/IEEE802.3 interfaces. When the system is composed entirely of equipment
from a single vendor such as HP, this is just what they
should expect. They know that if the network doesn't perform properly, HP will supply the support services needed
to solve the problem.
Unfortunately, few users are able to satisfy all of their
networking needs with products supplied by a single vendor. Instead they must choose from a broad spectrum of
products from a variety of vendors. Thus it is not at all
unusual for users to connect equipment from two or more
vendors to the same LAN only to discover that some incompatibility prevents them from working together. Even
though the equipment uses correctly designed and operating LAN interfaces, the higher-level protocols often iust
won't communicate with each other.
Who can users call when two pieces of equipment from
different vendors don't communicate? In most casesneither
vendor will take on the problem; it will be up to the users
to solve it themselves.
Another problem with multivendor networks is network
management. Most LAN vendors can supply software that
is reasonably adequate for managing the portion of the
network supplied by them. Typically each node contains
software that allows it to compute statistics on its own
activities and report these back to a master station. Because
each vendor uses a different system for reporting, however,
no single vendor can gather and present statistics for the

byte two-port RAM buffer, and a separate LAN transmitter
(see Fig. 2).
The LAN interface hardware is based on the Intel 82586
LAN coprocessor. This chip enables the analyzer to capture
all traffic on the network independent of address or FCS
(frame check sequence) status. Additional hardware was
designed around this interface to ensure that the analyzer
can capture and process all network traffic in real time
under any loading conditions.
Many LAN interfaces can miss packets when large numbers of small frames (<30 bytes) are received at minimum
interframe spacing. These small frames are usually collision fragments (runts) found on extremely heavily loaded
networks approaching maximum network span. To avoid

entire network.
The HP 49715 LAN Protocol Analyzer (Fig. 1) was developed to solve these problems. It is dedicated to monitoring and simulating a network and gathering data for network management independently of the hardware and software that make up the network'
overview of the HP 49715
For a protocol analyzer to be capable of trapping and
analyzing all of the network traffic for a 1O-megabit/sLAN'
dedicated high-speed hardware is essential. In the HP
4971S, this hardware includes a LAN interface processor,
two hardware trap machines or filters, a high-speed tM-
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Fig. 1. The HP 4971S LANProtocol Analyzeris designed for
localarea networktroubleshootingand management.lt can
monitorand simulatenetworktraffic and gather data indepen'
dently of network hardware and software.

Fig.2. HP 49715 block diagram.
Dedicated high-speed hardware
is provided to trap and analyze all
traffic in a 10-Mbitls LAN.

this potential problem,the HP 49715incorporatesa custom
runt packet filter that removes packets less than 512 bits
long, This circuit filters the serial data stream between the
LAN attachmentunit interface (AUI) and the 82586.
Capturing bad frames on the network permits identification and analysis of errors occurring at levels 1 and 2 of
the ISO OSI model, such asmarginalconnectionsand MAU
(media accessunit) failures. Collision counting hardware
also permits the user to monitor one of the important indicators of network loading. Although normally only significant at network loads exceeding4oo/o,the collision rate
can indicate faulty hardwate on the network or let the
system manager know when it may be time to reconfigure
the network.
Because of the high data rate and the potentially large
numbers of independent logical channels all operating at
once, a filtering mechanism that passesonly frames of interestto the user is essential.For example,if an IEEE802.3
network is loaded aI1,Oo/o
of capacity, one megabyteof data
appears on the network every eight seconds. Since a conversation between two nodes of interest may take several
minutes, collecting all of the data on the network to study
that one conversation would be impractical. The filtering
function allows the HP 49715 to retain in its capture buffer
only those frames that meet a predefined specification.
When a frame is received by the HP 49715, it is loaded
into the capture buffer in a linked list data structure. This
loading processalso passesthe data through some specialpurpose pattern recognition hardware called the trap
machine. The trap machine outputs the results of a comparison with sixteen different patterns up to 61 bytes long
to the systemmicroprocessor.If at least one of the sixteen
patterns is matched by the received frame, the system microprocessorknows that this is a frame that the user wishes
to keep and no action is taken. If, on the other hand, the
received frame does not match any of the predefined patterns, the processor deletes the frame. It does this by manipulating pointers in the linked list to remove the buffers
taken by the frame. It places these buffers at the end of the
free list where they can be reused. When the HP 49215
operatesin a circular buffer mode to observe data continuously, the processor keeps a constant nuinber of buffers
betweenthe head and the tail of the list by reallocatingthe
buffers in place.
The capture buffer is a 1M-byte dual-port RAM. The
receive hardware writes the captured data into one port
and the systemmicroprocessordoes its pointer manipulations through the other port. This structure is required

becauseof the high data rate; a single bus cannot provide
the neededbandwidth. All receivedframesare loaded into
the capture buffer. This means that if a user does wish to
look at every single frame around a trigger point, for example, then the filter mechanism is simply not used.
Another useful feature of the HP 49715 is the ability to
view frames as it transmits them onto the network. Because
an IEEE802.3network is not deterministic,it is impossible
to know exactly when a given frame will be sent after a
program executesa send messagestatement.The ability to
see the analyzer's transmit frames removes all ambiguity
from this situation, allowing the relative timing of transmit
and receive frames to be observed during a simulation.
This feature requires a separatetransmitter and receiver in
the instrument, although only one transceiver is needed
for attachment to the network.
Software Features Enhance Ease of Use
To minimize the complexity of LAN protocol analysis,
the HP 49715 softwarehas been designedwith easeof use
as a primary goal. Using softkeys to select major functions
easesthe task of instrument control, while screen editing
capability aids data entry and presentation.
To get a novice user started quickly, a two-button network monitoring function is provided. As shown in Fig.
3, the user needs only to select the MonitorNetworkand Start
Monitorsoftkeys to begin capturing and viewing data on the
LAN. Snapshots of the data are displayed as it is being
stored in the capture buffer. Once the buffer is full, control
transfers automatically to the Examine
Datamenu, where the
user can easily scroll through all of the frames stored.
When dealing with a packet-switched network capable
of supporting hundreds of nodes, the difficulty of identifying a singlenode or connectionquickly becomesapparent.
Although each node has a unique six-byte address which
is clearly displayed in the sourceand destinationfields of
a frame, not many users can remember more than a few of
these addressesor the devicesthey represent.To help the
user with this problem, the HP 49715 provides a node
name table. With it, each node addresscan be assignedan
alphanumeric name to describe the device and/or location
on the net. Once assignmentshave been made, the user
has the option of viewing and entering addressesby name
throughout the HP 49715 menus.
As previously indicated, it is often desirableto view only
a subsetof the total network traffic. The dedicated hardware
trap machines make this possible,but it is up to the user
to specify which subset of the traffic is of interest. This
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and viewed using ASCII, EBCDIC, hexadecimal, or binary
data codes. In binary, both the least-significant-bit-on-theright and the least-significant-bit-on-the-left modes are
available. In the hexadecimal mode, individual half bytes
can be set to "don't care" and in the binary modes individual bits can be set to "don't care." In all data codes,
bytes can be set individually to "anything except" the quantity entered (i.e., the logical NoT of the quantity entered).
Thus, for example, a filter can be set to accept any character
that is not an AK control character in a given byte position.
A third filter definition menu called the frame traits
menu allows the HP 49715 to filter on the presence or
absence of some frame reception errors. Frames can be
accepted or rejected if they have a good or bad frame check
sequence (FCS), if they are misaligned (the FCS is bad and
the number of bits in the frame is not evenly divisible by
eight), or if they are runt frames (they contain fewer than
o+ bytes). In addition, jabbering frames (frames containing
more than 1518 bytes) can be recognized by using the
MinimumLengthand MaximumLengthfields in the filter definition menus.
The operator can use a similar set of menus to define up
to sixteen messages,which can be used by a softkey-driven
programming language to put user-defined traffic onto the
network. An overview menu handles the Ethernet/IEEE
802.3 header fields and permits selection of the message
length and FCS. The length of each message can range from
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process of data filter specification is made easy by the Edit
Filtersmenu.
A data filter is analogous to a frequency-domain
bandpass filter. Only input that is compatible with the
parameters of the filter is able to pass through. The HP
49715 data filters are used to eliminate traffic that is not
of interest and to select among the frames that remain.
Up to 16 data filters can be defined and used simultaneously. The filters are created by using a softkey-driven filter
definition menu. This menu is also used to name the newly
created filters and to enter values into their most commonly
used fields (see Fig. ). The 6-byte Ethernet/IEEE 802.3
node addresses can be entered in hexadecimal format, or
by using softkeys that display names from the node name
table, or by entering node names directly from the
keyboard. To permit all defined data filters to be displayed
together, this menu does not display the filter data fields.
To use the data filters for capturing frames based on the
values of higher-level protocol fields, it is necessary to
specify subfields within the EthernetAEEE 802.3 data field.
An additional menu was designed to allow the user flexibility in specifying these fields (see Fig. 5). The HP 4971S
provides 47 byle positions to be defined in the frame data
field. These bytes can be located anywhere in the data field
and can be formatted into as many as thirteen separate
subfields in each data filter. For convenience, subfields
can be named. Within each subfield. bvtes can be entered
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one byte to 2O22 bytes. If the message length is less than
64 bytes or more than 1518 bytes, it is not a legal Ethernet/
IEEE 802.3 frame, so a warning message is displayed. A
message can be sent with a good, bad, or selected FCS.
A detail menu expands the data field, if any, of any
message that has been defined. The data field contents can
be entered from the keyboard using ASCII, EBCDIC, or
hexadecimal data codes. A useful feature allows any defined message or any frame in the receive buffer to be
copied and edited. Individual bytes can also be inserted
or deleted.
A third message menu permits any message to be displayed and edited using the subfield labels, positions, and
lengths defined for any filter. This greatly facilitates the
entry of values into the fields of higher-level protocols.
Because of the amount and complexity of the traffic that
the HP 49715 can collect from a network during a run,
particular attention was devoted to ensuring that frames
can be displayed in formats that are meaningful to the user.
The entire frame, from the first byte of the header through
the last byte of the data field, can be viewed, regardless of
its length. Address fields from the Ethernet/IEEE S02.3
header can be displayed in hexadecimal code or by using
the equivalent node names as defined in the node name
table. The Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 data field can be displayed
using ASCII-7, ASCII-8, EBCDIC, or hexadecimal character
codes. A 32-bit time stamp with a resolution of 32 microseconds is stored with each frame when it is received.
Several time stamp display formats are possible, including
time of day and time from the end of the previous frame.
Additional fields identify the filters that accepted each
frame and any error conditions that may have been detected
during reception.
If the lengths of the frames permit, multiple frames are
displayed simultaneously on the screen, so that a frame
can be viewed in the context in which it was received.
Optional suppression of the data field, the Ethernet/IEEE
802.3 header, and/or the physical frame data can be used
to permit more frames to be displayed simultaneously. Additionally, a one-line summary format is available that
shows only the node addresses, frame length, filters
matched, and reception errors.
Support for higher-level protocols is also available in the
display of received frames. A Filter Format display mode
displays received frames using the subfield format and
labels that match the filter that accepted it. Key protocol

OTIIER
cxo rcEs

Fig. 5. A menu is provided to
allow the user to specify subfields
within the EthernetllEEE 802.3
data field.

ETIT

fields can be easily identified in this way.
For complex troubleshooting and traffic simulation, a
softkey-driven programming language is included. Based
upon the algorithmic language designed for the HP 495X
Protocol Analyzers,l it provides even inexperienced programmers with the means to automate testing and simplify
data analysis.
At the head of the program is the buffer control command
line. With it, the user selects which frames (if any) to collect
in the receive buffer when the program is executed. The
data filters can be accessed here for both filtering and triggering. The filtering process is enabled by choosing to Store
frames matching any subset of the 16 defined data filters.
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Fig. 6. A program to display only those frames that match a
single filter can be written with the few keystrokes shown.
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Triggeringoptions arestartingwith, centeredabout,or ending with any subsetof the 16 defined data filters, although
the user may also choose simply to store until full or
nonstop.
The remainderof the program is used to manipulate the
received data. By softkey choices, a great variety of programs can be easily constructed.For example, a program
to display only those frames matching a single filter can
be written with the few keystrokesshown in Fig. 6. This
programcan be used to display only frames sentby a node
while storing frames sent and received by it, or to locate
those frames in the receive buffer during postprocessing.
More complex programscan measuretime intervals using
up to sixteen timers, count frames or collisions using up
to sixteen counters,and transmit framesusing the sixteen
menu. Programscan be
messagesdefined in the Message
written to run in real time so long as the averagetraffic
Ievel through the filters is below the typical maximum
network loading of 4o"/".For traffic levels abovethis, data
will still be captured in real time but must be analyzedby
postprocessing.
For preserving the node name table, data filters, mesmenu
sages,programs,and captured data, a DiscFunctions
is provided. Configurationparameterscan be savedas network files. and data from the receive buffer can be selectively stored in data files. This information can be loaded
back at any time for additional network testing or data
postprocessing.Both hard and flexible discs aresupported,
with a maximum on-line storagecapacityof 40 megaby'tes.
Problem Solving
Users are faced with protocol incompatibilities almost
every time they connect equipment from different vendors
to the samenetwork. This may happenbecausethe vendors
have interpretedthe sameprotocol specificationdifferently
or becauseone vendor has definedan entirely new protocol
that simply will not communicate with that of another
vendor. It could even be that one device has a software
bug that only appearswhen interactingwith anotherdevice
through the LAN. Finding these problems can be a real
challenge,but the HP 49715 makes the job easier.
Suppose,for instance, that a LAN managerconnectsa

new personal computer to a network and suddenly starts
getting protocol errors reported by one of the host computers on the network. The PC seems to work fine with other
devices on the network, and other PCs from the same manufacturer work with the host, so what is the problem? Using
the HP 49715, a frame from one of the "working" PCs to
the host can be captured and compared to a like frame from
the "bad" PC. The FilterFormatoption breaks out the TCP
IP protocol fields and makes the problem clear (see Fig. 7).
The bad PC is somehow setting its TCP window size to
FE-00, a negative number! Further investigation might reveal that the new PC came with a new revision of software,
which contains a previously undiscovered bug.
More obscure errors can be located using the special
protocol analysis programs. It could be that a bad frame
appears on the network at seemingly random times for
unknown reasons. Even when the source of the bad frame
has been identified, the cause for its unexpected transmission may not be understood. To discover why the error
occurs, the user can write a program to store all frames to
and from the problem node centered about the appearance
of the bad frame. Since the error occurs infrequently, the
user can also tell the program to beep when the error is
detected. The next time the bad frame appears, the HP
49715 will present a trace of the frames before and after
it. With this information, cause and effect can be clearly
seen.
ln addition to protocol analysis, the HP 49715 can be
used to investigate network performance problems. If there
is reason to think that a network may be overloaded during
certain peak times, a program might be written to measure
traffic over one-hour periods for the fourteen prime shift
hours of the day (see Fig. B). The network manager starts
the program when beginning work at 6:00 a.m. The next
morning, the traffic history of the previous day is waiting.
From this data the manager can determine the peak use
times of the network and begin an investigation of the
traffic during those times. Once the bottleneck is discovered, appropriate action can be taken.
Now suppose that the traffic measurement indicates that
there is no general overloading of the network at any time,
but the users are still complaining about the response time
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Fig. 7. Using the data filters to
capture and compare good and
bad frames rcveals that a protocol
problem ls caused by attempting
fo se/ect a negative window size.

of a particular host. The network manager can write a simple simulation program to send an XID message to the host
and measure the time it takes to get a reply (see Fig. 9). If
the measurement indicates that there is indeed a slow response, then further investigation may be required. It could
be that the host software puts LAN communications at too
low a priority and that some optimization can be done. In
a multinetwork environment, it may be necessary to readjust the internet routing tables.
Another tool for network problem-solving with the HP
4971S is the remote testing option. This gives the user the
ability to test a remote network using the same features
that are available for testing the local network. For example,
a user can remotely run a program that looks for frames
with bad FCS fields. This program would actually be running on a slave HP 49715 attached to the remote network,
but the softkeys and results would appear on the master
HP 49715 display just as if the program were running on
the master unit.
In remote mode, the master and slave HP 4971Ss communicate over an RS-2 3 2-CN .z4link. This link will usually
be over a dial-up phone line, but it could be a leased line
or even a direct connection if the slave HP 49715 is located
close to the master. To ensure error-free communication
between the master and the slave, one of two protocols is
used: DDCMP or encoded DDCMP.*
More than one slave HP 49715 can be controlled by a
master. For example, someone at site 1 could use an HP
'DDCMP is a protocol
standarddevelopedby DigitatEquipmentCorporation
Stole:

Block

Block

Block

Block

Block

49715 as a master to make the slave units at sites 2 and 3
start executing standard test programs that collect some
statisticalinformation of interest for their networks.
While the slave units are collecting data,the unit at site
1 can be used locally for some managementor diagnostic
purpose or as a master to control a slave on some other
network. When this task is completethe unit at site 1 can
once again becomea master to examine the statisticsthat
have been collected by the slave units at sites 2 and 3.
Conclusion
In summary, the ability of the HP 4971Sto acquire any
network frame independent of the network vendor(s)and
network traffic conditions provides the capability for network troubleshootingand management.The softkey-controlled system is extremely user friendly, providing flexibility through an easy-to-useprogramminglanguage.These
features allow straightforward debugging of network
hardware and Ethernet/IEEE802.3 protocols. With relatively simple programs,the user can debug higher-level
protocols and gather statisticsfor use in managinga local
areanetwork.
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